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Abstract
The present thesis examines the influence of measurement parameters and boundary conditions
on shape accuracy of parabolic trough concentrator mirrors of RP3 geometry by means of optical
measurements and finite element analyses.
Deflectometric measurements of mirror panels are performed in common laboratory setups: in
vertical and horizontal measurement position, both with and without tightening the mirrors to
a support frame with screws. The results serve for validation of finite element models which
are applied to calculate the difference in shape accuracy between, firstly, the individual setups
and secondly, between mirrors horizontally fixed to differently rigid support frames. The effect
of angular deviations of the mounting pads is assessed. Gravity-induced deformation of mirrors
mounted to two exemplary collector support structures is determined for the relevant working
positions. The transferability of shape accuracy data measured in laboratory to data applying for
mirrors mounted to a collector is assessed.
For RP3 inner mirror panels a difference of up to 0.8mrad in root mean square slope deviation
(SDx) and 3.3mm in root mean square focus deviation (FDx) from vertical to horizontal position
is measured. Gravity-induced deformation and resulting slope and focus deviation on three dif-
ferent types of horizontally oriented support frames is modeled: an ideally rigid support frame, a
laboratory support frame, and an ideal support frame with elastic brackets. A variation of 0.5mrad
(SDx) and 1.8mm (FDx) is calculated for perfectly shaped RP3 inner mirrors mounted onto an
ideally rigid support frame compared to the case when mounted to a support frame with elastic
brackets. In case of an angular deviation of the mounting pads mirror panels fixed to an ideally
rigid support frame show additional local slope deviation in the magnitude of the angular pad
deviation.
Due to gravity-induced deformation and slope deviation the shape accuracy of RP3 inner mirrors
mounted to an ideally rigid collector support structure varies up to 1.0mrad in SDx and up
to 1.2mrad in SDx when compared to the ideal shape and the shape in zenith collector angle,
respectively. For RP3 inner mirrors mounted to a collector structure with elastic brackets the
values are 1.6mrad and 2.1mrad.
Whereas the models of mirrors mounted to a laboratory support frame allow for a conversion and
thus a comparison of results obtained in different setups, the models for the collector support struc-
ture need to be refined in order to allow for a conversion from laboratory to collector measurement
results.
The results demonstrate that measurement position, mounting mode and employed support struc-
ture have to be documented in order to obtain reproducible measurement results. They should
hence be included as measurement boundary conditions in guidelines for the measurement and
assessment of mirror shape accuracy for concentrating solar collectors. The inspection of the an-
gular accuracy of the mounting pads is part of a complete optical mirror assessment. The data of
standardized shape accuracy measurement serve for subsequent calculation of intercept factors and
annual energy yields as well as for the evaluation of optimization approaches.
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Kurzfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht den Einfluss von verschiedenen Parametern und Messrandbedin-
gungen auf die Formgenauigkeit von Parabolrinnenkonzentratorspiegeln der RP3-Geometrie mittels
optischer Messungen und Finiter-Elemente-Methode.
Dazu werden deflektometrische Messungen in typischen Labormesslagen durchgeführt: in vertikaler
und horizontaler Ausrichtung, sowohl mit als auch ohne Befestigung der Spiegel an einen Halte-
rahmen. Die Ergebnisse dienen zur Validierung finiter Elemente Modelle, mit denen der Unter-
schied in der Formgenauigkeit sowohl zwischen den einzelnen Messlagen als auch für horizontal
auf verschieden biegesteife Halterahmen aufgelegte Spiegel berechnet wird und die Auswirkungen
schief auf die Spiegelrückseite aufgeklebter Befestigungselemente bewertet werden. Die durch die
Schwerkraft verursachte Verformung der im Kollektor eingebauten Spiegel wird in verschiedenen
Betriebspositionen auf zwei exemplarischen Kollektorstrukturen bestimmt. Die Umrechnung von
Labormessergebnissen verschiedener Messlagen ineinander und die Übertragbarkeit der Ergebnisse
auf die erreichte Formgenauigkeit im Kollektor wird geprüft.
Der Formgenauigkeitsunterschied zwischen vertikaler und horizontaler Labormesslage liegt in der
Größenordnung der von den Spiegeln typischerweise erreichten Formgenauigkeit: bis zu 0.8mrad
im quadratischen Mittelwert der Steigungsabweichung (SDx) und 3.3mm im quadratischen Mit-
telwert der Fokusabweichung (FDx) für RP3-Innenspiegel. Die schwerkraftbedingte Verformung
und die daraus resultierende Steigungsabweichung wird auf drei verschiedenen Halterahmen model-
liert: einem ideal biegesteifen Halterahmen, einem Labormessrahmen und einem ideal biegesteifen
Rahmen mit elastischen Verbindungselementen zum Spiegel. Die Differenz in der Formgenauigkeit
von RP3-Innenspiegeln zwischen idealem Rahmen und Rahmen mit elastischen Elementen beträgt
0.5mrad (SDx) und 1.8mm (FDx). Bei ideal biegesteifem Halterahmen bewirken im Winkel
schräg angebrachte Befestigungselemente zusätzliche lokale Steigungsabweichungen mit gleichem
Betrag.
Über den Bereich aller Kollektorbetriebspositionen variiert die Formgenauigkeit von RP3-Innenspie-
geln auf ideal steifer Trägerstruktur aufgrund der Verformung durch die Schwerkraft um bis zu
1.0mrad im SDx im Vergleich zur Idealform beziehungsweise um bis zu 1.2mrad im SDx im
Vergleich zur Form in Kollektorzenitstellung. Für RP3-Innenspiegel auf ideal steifer Trägerstruktur
mit elastischen Verbindungselementen betragen die entsprechenden Werte 1.6mrad und 2.1mrad.
Während die entwickelten Modelle der Spiegel auf dem Laborhalterahmen eine Umrechnung und
damit einen Vergleich von Messergebnissen in verschiedenen Lagen erlauben, müssen die Modelle
der Kollektorträgerstruktur weiter verfeinert werden, um die Umrechnung von Labor- in Kollek-
tormessergebnisse zu ermöglichen.
Die Untersuchungen zeigen, dass Messlage, Befestigungsart und eingesetzter Halterahmen für re-
produzierbare Messergebnisse dokumentiert werden müssen und als Messrandbedingungen in künf-
tigen Richtlinien für die optische Vermessung von Reflektoren konzentrierender Solarkollektoren
definiert werden sollten. Die Überprüfung der Winkelgenauigkeit der Befestigungselemente gehört
zur vollständigen Bewertung eines Spiegels. Die Daten standardisierter Formgenauigkeitsmessun-
gen können dann zur aussagekräftigen Ertragsberechnung solarthermischer Kraftwerke dienen und
Optimierungsansätze bewerten.
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Symbols
Symbol Unit Signification
General
x, y, z coordinate axes in a Cartesian coordinate system
{a}T , [A]T transpose of a vector or a matrix
Latin symbols
Atot m
2 collector aperture area orthogonal to the optical axis
Beff (θ)
W
m2rad
effective source function, gives intensity of radiation
coming from the direction θ
[B] 1
m
element strain displacement matrix, {ε} = [B] · {u}
C - geometric concentration
E W
m2
solar irradiance
E N
mm2
Young's (or elastic) modulus
Eijkl, [E] GPa elasticity tensor
F - magnification factor between two fringe patterns
{F} N load vector
FD , FDx, FDy mm root mean square value of focus deviation, in x-, in y-direction
G, I W
m2
solar irradiance on the aperture area, G = E · cos θ
[K], [Ke] Nm stiffness matrix, element stiffness matrix
P W power
P - period of fringe pattern
S - brightness of fringe pattern
S m2 surface
SDx, SDy mrad root mean square value of slope deviation in x-, y-direction
V m3 volume
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Nomenclature
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a m2 surface element area projected into the collector aperture plane
d mm distance of the reflecting surface element to the focal line or point
f mm distance from parabola vertex to design focal line
fi, {f} Nm3 body force vector
f(θ) - angular acceptance function
fd x, fd y mm local focus deviation in x-, y-direction
g mm
s3
standard Earth gravity vector component
i, j - local coordinates on projection or mirror surface
−→
i - normalized vector of incoming light ray
−→n - surface normal vector
n - component of surface normal vector
−→r - normalized vector of reflected light ray
sdx, sdy mrad local slope deviation in x-, y-direction
{t} N
m2
surface force vector
u m displacement
ui, uj = ~u = {u} m displacement vector with components in i−, j − direction
ui,j =
∂ui
∂xj
- partial derivative of displacement vector component ui with respect
to xj
ui,jj = div grad ~u - divergence and gradient of displacement vector
uj,ji = grad div ~u - gradient and divergence of displacement vector
u mrad combined standard uncertainty of slope deviation
u¯ mrad mean combined standard uncertainty of slope deviation
Greek symbols
α - absorption coefficient / absorptance
α mrad local slope deviation
β mrad angle between ideal surface normal vector and z-coordinate axis
β ° collector angle, β = 0° corresponds to zenith collector position
γ mrad angle between actual surface normal vector and z-coordinate axis
γ - intercept factor
δij - Kronecker delta, unit (or identity) matrix
ε - strain
εij, εkl, {ε} - strain tensor
η - efficiency
θ ° angle of incidence in transverse collector direction, i. e. measured
from the optical axis
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σ mrad root mean square of the beam spread
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τ - transmittance
φ ° collector rim angle
φ - phase angle of fringe pattern
Subscripts
0 without thermal losses
0° zenith collector angle
A, B indices for RP3 inner mirror panels
C, D indices for RP3 outer mirror panels
Gauss Gaussian
abs absorber, absorbed
alignment collector module alignment
b referring to beam irradiance (Gb beam direct irradiance)
calc calculated
coll collector
column column of mirrors in a collector
comp computed by means of finite element analysis
contour reflector contour
displacement position inaccuracy of the absorber
eff effective
elastic elastic model case
geo geometrical
h horizontal laboratory measurement position (mounting pads horizontally
aligned, mirror faces upward)
hf, hl horizontal fix (tightened screws), horizontal loose laboratory
measurement position
i coordinate direction
i, j, k, ... tensor indices of value 1, 2, 3, ...
ideal ideal, ideal model case
xi
Nomenclature
Symbol Signification
in intercepted
inner referring to inner mirror panel EuroTrough type collector or inner area of
mirror panel
k index of summation
lab laboratory case
line line focussing
loss loss
m mean, average
max maximum
meas measured (by deflectometry)
mid middle
mod modified
n upper bound of summation
net net value, for aperture area excluding inactive areas (gaps, frames, ...)
opt, optical optical
outer referring to outer mirror panel EuroTrough type collector or outer area of
mirror panel
real real
rec receiver
refl reflector
s specular
specular microscopic surface imperfections
sun non parallel sun rays (sunshape)
support mirror support
th thermal
torsion loads or torsion of the collector structure
tot total
tracking collector tracking angle
v vertical laboratory measurement position (mounting pads vertically and
curved (x) direction horizontally aligned
vf, vl vertical fix (tightened screws), vertical loose laboratory measurement position
x, y, z coordinate directions in a (x, y, z)-coordinate system
w wrapped state of the phase of fringe pattern
xii
Nomenclature
Abbrevations
Symbol Signification
AM Air Mass ratio
CAD Computer Aided dDesign
CSP Concentrated Solar Power
DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V.
(German Aerospace Center)
ENEA Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable
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ET EuroTrough
FEA Finite Element Analysis
FEM Finite Element Modeling
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HCE Heat Collecting Element
HTF Heat Transfer Fluid
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PTC Parabolic Trough Collector
QUARZ Center® QUARZ Test and Qualification Center for CSP Technologies®
REP Rear End Plate
RGB Red, Green, Blue (color model)
rms Root Mean Square
RP3 Reflector Panel 3
SCA Solar Collector Assembly
VIS Visual Inspection System
VSHOT Video Scanning Hartmann Optical Test
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1. Introduction
Today's world faces the challenges of an increasing energy demand [IEA 12] and at the same
time the need of changing the basis of energy supply from fossil to renewable resources due to the
impact of emissions on climate change [IPCC 07]. All options for a sustainable and renewable power
generation should be exploited. Solar energy probably has the biggest potential to contribute. In
areas with high solar irradiation the electric power generation by solar thermal power plants could
contribute significantly ([Trie 06]). A major advantage of solar thermal power plants compared to
most other options of renewable power generation is the possibility to store thermal energy and
therefore to supply dispatch capacities.
Concentrating solar thermal power (CSP) plants employ reflector panels (mirrors) to concentrate
direct solar irradiation into a focal region where a receiver is situated. The circulating heat transfer
fluid is utilized to drive a subsequent conventional power plant process. Most solar power plants
are realized using a parabolic trough design so far with reflector panels made of 4mm thin bent
and coated float glass sheets which have dimensions of approximately 1700mmx1500mm. In order
to reduce the investment risk of CSP plants standard quality parameters for single components,
modules and processes need to be defined on the one hand and their performance in operation
should be reliably predicted on the other hand.
Deviations from the ideal shape, i. e. the shape accuracy, of the reflector panels for parabolic trough
solar power plants have a relevant impact on field efficiency and thus on the performance of the
whole power plant. According to manufacturers' specifications and quality control by independent
test laboratories state of the art reflector panels for parabolic trough concentrators already reach
very good shape accuracy values. However, the shape accuracy results of different manufacturers
are generally not comparable and moreover, a transferability of results from laboratory setup to op-
erational setup is not ensured. Up to now it has not been agreed on a standard unified approach for
assessing shape accuracy of solar concentrating mirrors in laboratory even though common mirror
panels show significant differences in measurement results depending on, for example, orientation
during measurement and type of support structure used for mounting of the panels.
The aim of this thesis is to identify and quantify the factors influencing parabolic trough concentra-
tor mirror shape accuracy in laboratory and in collector application conditions by means of optical
1
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measurements and finite element analyses.
Therefore, a deflectometric test bench was constructed at the QUARZ Test and Qualification
Center for CSP Technologies® (QUARZ Center®). It served for measuring mirror shape accuracy
of the most common reflector panel geometry (RP3) in different positions and mounting modes
and additionally for the validation of finite element mirror models. Finite element analyses are
employed to examine shape accuracy in further mirror orientations and for mirrors mounted onto
different types of laboratory and collector support structures.
Based on the results recommendations concerning boundary conditions and requirements for an
accurate and reproducible measurement setup are given. Additionally, a method for conversion
of results obtained in different setups is presented that allows comparison of the measured shape
accuracy results. The transferability of measured mirror shape accuracy in laboratory to collector
application conditions is assessed.
2
2. Fundamentals
2.1. Parabolic trough technology
2.1.1. General description of the technology
Concentrating solar systems for the generation of electricity, heat and fuels employ sun tracking
reflectors to concentrate direct solar radiation onto a receiver. Depending on the type of the
reflectors it is distinguished between line focus systems (parabolic trough and linear Fresnel systems)
and point focus systems (solar tower and dish systems).
Amongst all concentrated solar power (CSP) plant technologies the parabolic trough power plant
concept is the one that is technically most mature and commercially well deployed. In a solar field
of a parabolic trough power plant solar collector assemblies (SCAs) focus solar radiation onto the
receivers which heat a heat transfer fluid (HTF) as it circulates through the receiver tubes. The
SCAs are connected in parallel loops that lead to the feed line of the power plant unit.
Figure 2.1.: Process flow schematic of a large-scale parabolic trough solar power plant with storage
[Pric 02]
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As shown in figure 2.1 dispatch capacities are available through integration of a thermal storage
into the system, e.g. a two tank configuration using molten salt as storage media, or through
hybridisaton of the system.
Each SCA is an independently tracking unit consisting of collector modules which are made up of
parabolic reflectors (mirrors), a support structure (space frame, torque tube or torque box), receiver
tubes or heat collecting elements (HCEs), and a tracking system that includes drives, sensors, and
controls (see figure 2.2). In state-of-the-art collector modules the parabolic shape is composed
of four single glass mirror panels per cross-section, two inner mirrors and two outer mirrors of
RP3 (reflector panel 3) geometry (see figure A.1) having glass dimensions of 1700 x 1600mm and
1700 x 1500mm for inner and outer mirror respectively.
Figure 2.2.: Collector structure of the EuroTrough - assembled collector (source: DLR) and
schematic of components [Schw 12b]
The constructional development is towards increased aperture area per SCA reducing not only
the number of units to be assembled but also the required number of drives, sensors and con-
trols and thus leading to higher cost effectiveness. The dimensions of the reflector mirrors conse-
quently increase, for example for an inner mirror panel of RP3 geometry from 1700 x 1600mm up
to 2000 x 2000mm in the next generation collector designs, e.g. the UltimateTrough by FLABEG
[Schw 11]. Further efforts aiming at cost reduction, higher efficiency or both focus on the im-
provement of current or the development of new collector designs, higher solar field operating
temperatures using molten salt as heat transfer fluid (HTF) and direct steam generation eliminat-
ing the HTF steam generation heat exchanger (see for example [Farr 09, Riff 09, Rell 11, Fern 12])
and for a thorough overview [Fern 10]). Pitz-Paal et al. [Pitz 12] give an overview on the expected
cost reduction or plant efficiency improvement associated with the above mentioned technology
innovations.
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2.1.2. Collector efficiency and intercept factor
The efficiency of a parabolic trough collector is its most significant parameter as it serves together
with other component efficiencies and site characteristics for high energy output and thus decides
over financial gains of a power plant project. It is defined as the ratio of useful power Pcoll and
incident solar power onto the collector Gb ·Acoll,net. The useful power of a collector Pcoll is obtained
by the energy balance on the absorber, Pcoll = Pabs−Pth,loss, where Pth,loss are the thermal collector
losses caused by the temperature difference between absorber tubes and surrounding. The absorbed
power from solar radiation is calculated from Pabs = Gb · Acoll,net · η0, where Gb is the direct solar
irradiance onto the collector area (beam irradiance Eb multiplied by the cosine factor) for the
prevailing angle of incidence θ, Gb = Eb · cos θ, and Acoll,net is the total active area projected to the
collector aperture plane:
ηcoll =
Pcoll
Acoll,net ·Gb =
Pabs − Pth,loss
Acoll,net ·Gb = η0 −
Pth,loss
Acoll,net ·Gb (2.1)
The overall optical collector performance η0 accounts for all losses ocurring in an operation mode
where thermal losses can be neglected due to equal mean fluid temperature in the absorber tube
and temperature of the ambience. It is a product of the attenuation properties of the reflector
and the receiver (ηopt,refl and ηopt,rec), the geometrical properties of both components (ηgeom,refl and
ηgeom,rec) and the intercept factor γ (see equation 2.4):
η0 = ηopt,refl (θ) · ηgeo,refl (θ) · γ (θ, σtot) · ηopt,rec (θ) · ηgeo,rec (θ) (2.2)
A detailed description of all effects and contributing factors is given in [Lpfe 04]. Peak optical
efficiency is reached for perpendicular irradiance (θ = 0°), ideally clean components and without
geometric losses. Hence, eq. 2.2 can be formulated simplified:
η0 (θ = 0°) = ηopt,refl · γ (θ, σtot) · ηopt,rec = ρs,refl · γ (θ, σtot) · τrec · αrec (2.3)
with
 ρs,refl: spectral specular reflectance of the reflector for air mass ratio1 (AM) 1.5
 τrec: spectral transmittance of the receiver for AM 1.5
 αrec: spectral absorptance of the receiver for AM 1.5
1measure of the path length of solar radiation through the atmosphere
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A common way to assess parabolic trough collector optical performance in design processes is to
employ the model developed by Rabl [Rabl 85]. Rabl defines the intercept factor as the ratio of
flux hitting the receiver Iin and total incident flux reflected from the mirror area towards absorber
Ib:
γ =
Iin
Ib
(2.4)
The total solar flux intercepted by a receiver is obtained by convoluting the angular acceptance
function of a concentrator f(θ) with an effective radiation source Beff(θ) and integrating over all
transverse incidence angles θ (measured from the optical axis):
Iin =
∞ˆ
−∞
dθf(θ)Beff(θ) (2.5)
The angular acceptance function f(θ) is defined as a purely geometrical quantity which depends
on concentrator configuration, i. e. rim angle, aperture width and receiver tube diameter. It states
how much of the radiation coming from the direction θ is transmitted to the receiver. The effective
source function Beff(θ) gives the intensity of this radiation. Assuming that the optical errors of
the concentrator are large compared to the width of the sun and approximating the sun shape by
a Gaussian distribution, the resulting effective source is also a Gaussian distribution. For a line
focussing concentrator the effective source function reads as follows:
Beff,Gauss,line (θ) =
Ib
σtot ·
√
2pi
· exp
(
− θ
2
2σ2tot
)
(2.6)
where σtot is the total beam spread.
Inserting equations 2.5 and 2.6 into equation 2.4 yields an analytical formulation for the calculation
of the intercept factor which can substitute a detailed ray tracing analysis as it is desribed in
subsection 2.3.3:
γGauss,line =
∞ˆ
−∞
dθf(θ)
1
σtot ·
√
2pi
· exp
(
− θ
2
2σ2tot
)
(2.7)
The total beam spread σtot is the combination of the angular beam spread caused by all optical
errors σoptical and the angular width of the sun σsun,line. In a line focus collector σsun,line varies by
a factor 1
cos θ
due to the projection on the plane normal to the tracking axis, hence the total beam
width is:
σ2tot = σ
2
optical +
(σsun,line
cos θ
)2
(2.8)
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Equation 2.7 assumes that all optical errors in a collector are statistically independent and can be
described by Gaussian distributions, at least when averaged over time and over an entire collector
or field of collectors. In general, there are several factors contributing to the optical error in a
solar collector: contour errors, lack of perfect specularity, tracking deviations, and deformation and
displacement of the receiver. As long as there is no dominating non-Gaussian factor, the central
limit theorem of statistics [Cram 47, Adam 74] implies that the distribution resulting from the
convolution of all individual errors is also approximately Gaussian:
σ2optical = 4σ
2
contour + σ
2
specular + σ
2
tracking + σ
2
displacement (2.9)
σcontour is multiplied by 2 because the angle of a reflected ray changes by two times the angular
deviation of the surface normal (law of reflection).
In case the above stated assumptions of the Gaussian model are not acceptable, σoptical must be
calculated by the convolution of the appropriate error distribution functions [Rabl 85].
The explained statistical approach for the analytical determination of the intercept factor has the
advantage of a reduced calculating effort. The results of an exemplary calculation for state-of-
the-art EuroTrough type concentrators with a geometric concentration of C = 26.3 and rim angle
φ = 80.3° is depicted in figure 2.3. The intercept factor γ significantly decreases with increasing
total beam spread σtot.
Figure 2.3.: Intercept factor of a EuroTrough type collector as a function of total beam spread
according to [Rabl 85].
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Currently available measurement techniques and systems allow a more detailed evaluation of equa-
tion 2.9 so that further deviation effects of mirror support σsupport, loads or torsion of the collector
structure σtorsion and module alignment σalignment can be taken into account separately:
σ2optical = 4σ
2
contour + σ
2
specular + 4σ
2
support + σ
2
torsion + σ
2
alignment + σ
2
tracking + σ
2
displacement (2.10)
whereas σcontour and σsupport have to be multiplied by 2 because of the law of reflection. Table 2.1
summarizes typical values of optical errors, resulting total beam spread and intercept factor values
for a collector of EuroTrough type of standard and high quality. For the high quality collector
two exemplary evaluations are illustrated, one example of only improved mirrors shape (high
quality 1) and one example of improved mirror shape and improved collector structure (high
quality 2). In all cases the contribution of contour errors σcontour to the overall beam spread σtot is
most significant. If mirror shape accuracy is improved and thus σcontour decreases by 0.5mrad the
intercept factor increases by 1.3 percentage points in case of employment of a similar collector and
even by 2.7 percentage points if parallely improvements concerning the collector are assumed.
Table 2.1.: Typical error values, resulting total beam spread and intercept factor values for Eu-
roTrough collectors of standard and high quality. Values according to [Lupf 12]
standard quality high quality 1 high quality 2
σ in mrad σ in mrad σ in mrad
σcontour 2.5 2 2
σspecular 0.2 0.2 0.2
σsupport 1.6 1.6 1
σdisplacement 2 2 1.5
σtorsion 1 1 1
σalignment 2 2 1.5
σtracking 2 2 1
σsun 3.5 3.5 3.5
σtot 7.8 7.2 6.2
γ 96.0% 97.3% 98.7%
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2.1.3. Definitions
The reflecting surface of concentrators in line focusing systems is curved in one direction and
is commonly of parabolic shape. For concentrators with longitudinal axis in y, the parabola is
described by
z =
x2
4 · f (2.11)
where f is the distance from parabola vertex to design focal line. By definition, in a coordinate
system of a parabolic trough collector module the z-coordinate axis points from the vertex of the
parabola towards the focal line (see figure 2.4). The y-axis runs parallel to the symmetry axis of the
parabola and points from the front end plate (FEP) to the rear end plate (REP). The x-direction
corresponds to the curved direction of the mirrors and is oriented in order to have a right-handed
coordinate system. The point of origin is located in the vertex of the reflecting parabola.
Figure 2.4.: Coordinate system of a parabolic trough collector module
2.2. Parabolic mirrors
Most current designs and commercial parabolic trough projects use thick monolithic glass with
second surface (backside) mirror coatings as reflectors. Recently, considerable research and de-
velopment has been conducted on options using thin glass mirrors, laminated mirrors , front sur-
face mirrored glass, front surface aluminized reflectors, and polymer reflectors (examples include
[Farr 09, Krge 10, Chen 12, Whit 12]. As illustrated in figure 2.5, the most common reflectors used
in parabolic troughs are made up of parabolically-shaped low iron float glass coated with a silver
reflective layer on the glass rear side. An additional copper coating and three further coating layers
serve for protection of the silver from corrosion due to environmental stresses. Since 2012, the
company FLABEG offers an additional anti-soiling coating that reduces the soiling effect of the
mirrors and thus maintains higher reflectivity in operation [Schw 12a].
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Figure 2.5.: Parabolic mirror layer construction [FLABb]
The manufacturing process of parabolic reflector mirrors as depicted in figure 2.6 includes cutting
of float glass, edge finishing, bending, application of optical and functional layers, and application
of fixing elements (see for example [FLABa]). Two optional steps may be integrated after the glass
bending, tempering of the mirrors and an additional optical control step which can be performed
before or after coating to check mirror shape accuracy.
Cutting, 
Grinding, 
Edging 
Bending Tempering 
Optical 
Control 
Application 
of Fixing 
Elements 
Coating 
Figure 2.6.: Solar mirror manufacturing process
There are two methods available for the creation of the mirrors' parabolic shape: gravity sag
bending and press bending of float glass panels. For both methods the float glass panels are heated
to a temperature above a so called glass transition temperature where glass changes from melt to
solid state. For gravity sag bending the glass is then allowed to sag under its own weight to the
desired shape. The press bending method uses a male and peripheral female die to press bent the
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glass panel [Pfae 80, Noll 01] .
An optional step to increase mechanical resistance of glass mirrors is by tempering. In order to
temper a glass piece, it is heated to a uniform glass temperature above 600°C and then rapidly
cooled so that tensile and compressive stresses arise in the core of glass and at the glass surface
respectively [Pfae 80, Ubac 09].
Table 2.2 gives an overview on characteristic parameters (precision of curvature and reflectance) of
solar mirrors as currently published on solar mirror manufacturers homepages. The shape accuracy
parameters SDx, FDx and laser intercept factor are explained in detail in section 2.3. The solar
weighted reflectance was determined according to ISO 9050 and for air mass ratio AM=1.5.
Table 2.2.: Characteristic reflectance and curvature precision parameters of solar parabolic mirrors
of RP3 geometry and 4mm thickness as published by mirror manufacturers neglecting
a rim of 5mm (average of series production)
FLABEG RIOGLASS Guardian Saint-Gobain
monolithic laminated
solar weighted reflectance >94.4% >94% 94% 95.5% >93%
SDx <2mrad <2mrad n/a n/a n/a
FDx <7mm <7mm <8mm <9mm n/a
laser intercept factor
> 99.7 >99.95 99.5% 99% n/a
(on 70mm absorber tube)
source of data [FLABa]
[Ubac 09],
[Guar 12b] [Guar 12a] [Sain 12]
[RIOG 12]
2.3. Parameters for the assessment of mirror shape accuracy
If the reflecting surface of solar collectors deviates in slope from its ideal shape it causes light rays
entering the collector aperture plane not to be focused onto the design focal point, line or area
but to pass it at a certain distance depending on the magnitude of slope deviation. As explained
in section 2.1.2 among several optical errors, it is particularly the contour or slope deviation that
determines (based on the receiver dimension) what fraction of the incoming light will hit the receiver
and how the flux is distributed. For a characterization of mirror panels as a key collector element
it is therefore necessary to assess the amount of deviation of the slopes from the ideal parabolic
shape.
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2.3.1. Slope deviation
The angle between actual −−→nreal and ideal surface normal −−→nideal is a measure for the shape accuracy
of a reflecting surface element and is called local slope deviation or slope error sd = α. It is com-
monly given im milliradians (mrad). The slope deviation is calculated in concentrating, transversal
(x) direction of the collector and in non-concentrating, longitudinal (y) direction separately by
projecting the surface normals into the xz-plane (compare figure 2.7) and yz-plane respectively. If
i = x, y:
sdi = αi = γi − βi = arctan
(
nreal,i
nreal,z
)
− arctan
(
nideal,i
nideal,z
)
(2.12)
Figure 2.7.: Calculation of slope deviation in transversal (x) direction by projection of surface
normals into xz-plane
An outward rotation of the actual surface normal vector relative to the ideal surface normal vector
is defined as positive slope deviation value, an inward rotation hence as a negative value. By
definition, the outward direction points to the outer edges of the parabolic trough, the inward
direction towards the center of the trough.
The slope deviation in x-direction is of most relevance whereas slope deviation in y-direction is only
significant for large incidence angles of solar radiation. The impact on collector performance is of
factor 10 lower [Lpfe 09].
A statistical evaluation of local slope deviation values provides several parameters for the shape
accuracy of the whole mirror surface. The mean value of local slope deviation values indicates the
average angle of deviation in the orientation of the reflecting surface. The standard deviation is
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a measure for the deviation of the reflecting surface itself and the root mean square value (rms)
gives the total deviation of the reflecting surface combining both influences [Ulme 09]. The rms
value is calculated based on the area-weighted local slope deviation values in x- and y-direction
respectively:
SDx =
√√√√ n∑
k=1
(
sdx2k ·
ak
Atot
)
, SDy =
√√√√ n∑
k=1
(
sdy2k ·
ak
Atot
)
(2.13)
with the surface element area a projected into the aperture plane and the total aperture plane area
Atot.
2.3.2. Focus deviation
Since the maximum allowable value of slope deviation depends particularly on the distance of the
reflecting surface element to the focal line, the deviation of the reflected light beam from the focal
line in millimeters (mm) has been introduced as a further parameter characterizing mirror shape
accuracy [Lpfe 09]. Local focus deviation values are derived from local slope deviation values sd
and the distance d of the according reflecting surface elements to the focal line, e.g. in x-direction:
fd x = (2 · sdx) · d (2.14)
where the local slope deviation has to be multiplied by 2 because of reflection. Similar to slope
deviation values focus deviations in y-direction have a much lower effect on collector performance
than deviations in x-direction.
Again, a root mean square value based on local focus deviation values weighted with the respective
surface element area projected into the aperture plane can be calculated:
FDx =
√√√√ n∑
k=1
(
fd x2k ·
ak
Atot
)
, FDy =
√√√√ n∑
k=1
(
fd y2k ·
ak
Atot
)
(2.15)
According to Lüpfert et al. [Lpfe 09] FDx and FDy can be approximately calculated by multiplying
the according rms slope deviation value by double the average focal distance dm for the evaluated
mirror panel:
FDx = 2 · dm · SDx (2.16)
with dm,RP3 inner ≈ 1.84 m and dm,RP3 outer ≈ 2.48 m for inner and outer mirror panel of RP3 geometry
respectively.
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Due to the alignment in common measurement setups (see sections 2.13 and 3.1) the average value
of local focus deviation values is usually close to 0mm and the root mean square value of focus
deviation equals approximately the standard deviation of the focus deviation. As stated in [Lpfe 09],
the distribution of the focus deviation FD can be sufficiently approximated by a Gaussian standard
distribution. Hence, it can be expected that 68% of the reflecting surface has a focus deviation
less than 1FD from the average, 95% has a focus deviation smaller than 2FD from the average,
and 99.7% has a focus deviation of less than 3FD from the average. Consequently, mirrors of
parabolic trough collectors should reach values of 3FDx lower than the absorber radius so that
a large fraction of the incoming light will hit the receiver. In order to account for further optical
errors Lüpfert et al. [Lpfe 09] define a minimum specification of FDx below 12mm for mirror
panels of RP3 geometry in collectors with 70mm of absorber tube diameter. According to Lüpfert
et al., currently produced RP3 mirror panels should aim to reach FDx smaller than 10mm, with
a potential to reach FDx smaller than 8mm [Ulme 12] or even below.
2.3.3. Intercept factor and ray tracing
In order to be able to calculate optical collector performance according to equation 2.2 or 2.3 it is
convenient to determine intercept factors in a ray tracing analysis through simulation of the optical
beam paths of the solar radiation. Different intercept factors may be obtained depending on the
assumptions made on beam spread due to the light source and further optical collector errors.
In industry commonly a laser-beam intercept factor is calculated by detecting the amount of
parallel incoming laser beams hitting a certain area around the focal point or line. As the resulting
intercept factors easily reach values of 99 -100% they are not suitable for comparison of different
mirror samples and moreover, do not take into account real world conditions.
The calculation of a so-called sun intercept factor considers the beam spread of the sunlight
focused in a collector. Since the sunlight has got a significantly larger beam spread than an ideal
point-source laser beam the resulting intercept factors may be lower.
If the optical performance of mirror panels mounted onto a real collector shall be determined an
intercept factor taking into account the effects of the sun shape and further optical errors of that
real collector should be calculated. Lüpfert et al. [Lpfe 09] show that the standard focus deviation
parameter FDx is closely related to the intercept factor (see figure 2.8). For their analysis they
assumed a universal sun shape [Wint 91] with a circumsolar ration of 3.5% and further collector
errors resulting in an overall beam spread, excluding contour errors, of 5.7mrad.
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Figure 2.8.: Intercept factor ray tracing results for EuroTrough (RP3) mirror panels assuming a
typical sun shape and including typical tolerances for the rest of the collector compo-
nents, for 0° incidence angle, from [Lpfe 09]
Since slope and focus deviation are direct measures of optical mirror quality not influenced by
assumptions on radiation source or further collector errors, these parameters are used in this thesis
to assess mirror shape accuracy in the examined laboratory and collector setups. Slope deviation
parameters serve for the examination of the influence different setup boundary conditions on mirror
shape accuracy whereas focus deviation parameters are used for relating determined shape accuracy
to expected optical performance. An additional calculation of the corresponding intercept factor is
not scope of this thesis but can be obtained based on the results as explained above and depicted
in figure 2.8.
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2.4. Measurement techniques for the optical quality
assessment of solar concentrators
2.4.1. Overview of optical measurement methods
Since deviations of the ideal shape of reflector panels for concentrating solar power plants have a
significant impact on the optical collector performance and thus plant efficiency, research activities
on concentrating solar power have always focused on developing methods for the qualification of
shape accuracy of single reflector panels and entire concentrators. Several optical measurement
techniques have been elaborated in the past suitable for assessing shape accuracy of all types of in
CSP employed reflector panels as well as entire collector geometries. As this document focuses on
the assessment of single reflector panels available measurement methods for this application will be
described in the following.
VSHOT
Video Scanning Hartmann Optical Tester (VSHOT) developed by SunLab, a partnership between
Sandia National Laboratories and National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), measures local
slopes by scanning a mirror surface point by point with a laser beam in a predefined pattern
[Jone 97]. At each scanned point, the laser beam is reflected back to a target and the location is
imaged using a video camera. If additionally the outgoing angle of the laser beam and the distance
between laser source and the vertex of the mirror are known, the local slope at each scanned point
can be calculated with high accuracy, reaching expanded uncertainty values (2σ) of ± 0.2 mrad for
rms slope error [Lewa 10]. However, the test setup is time-consuming and the spatial resolution is
limited due to the long time required scanning many points of a surface.
VISprofile and VISfield
VISprofile and VISfield are so called visual inspection systems (VIS) developed by ENEA for
laboratory quality control of parabolic trough panels and in field measuring of parabolic trough
collectors [Mont 11]. Since VISprofile measures panel surface coordinates and local slope values it
is referred to as a 3D optical profilometer. In its experimental setup a linear array of point light
sources is placed along the focal line of a parabolic trough panel. A camera is installed on a linear
guide rail centrally in front of the measurement sample and parallel to the panel chord. The camera
is moved along the guide rail and takes pictures of the point source images at a given number of
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positions so that the whole panel surface is scanned. ENEA states standard uncertainty values of
0.02 mrad for local slope errors [Mont 11]. As with VSHOT, the measurement time of VISprofile
increases significantly with higher resolution of the results.
Photogrammetry
Close-range photogrammetry employs information from digital images taken from a range of view-
ing positions to determine the geometric properties of a measured object which is marked with
retroreflective measurement targets ([Pott 05],[Pott 08]). In CSP applications photogrammetry is
today mainly used to determine shape and possible deformation of solar concentrator structures
but can also be applied to measure the shape of single mirror panels. Since the raw results of a
photogrammetric measurement are the coordinates of the marked surface points a Delaunay trian-
gulation is utilized to calculate local slopes between adjacent points. The Delaunay triangulation
is a method named after Boris Delaunay to subdivide a geometric object (here: plane) defined by
a discrete set of points into triangles [Dela 34]. The spatial resolution of photogrammetric mea-
surement results is limited by the number of marked points attached to the surface. A further
drawback is the time-consuming application of the targets for the surface points to be measured.
März et al. [Mrz 11] estimated a standard uncertainty of root mean square slope deviation values
of 0.5− 1.0 mrad for the photogrammetric measurement method.
Laser Radar
Laser scanners are capable of rapidly scanning diffuse reflecting surfaces without requiring further
equipment but reach too low measurement precision for CSP application.
Laser trackers accurately measure 3D coordinates. However, they require prisms so that they are
only suitable for single point measurements. The Laser Radar by Nikon Metrology [Niko 12] is
a combination of laser scanner and laser tracker and precisely measures surfaces. Since it cannot
be employed for direct measurement of reflecting surfaces and the measurement process is very
time-consuming, it has only served for validation of other measurement methods so far [Ulme 12].
A highly accurate, highly resolving and fast technique is the so called deflectometry or fringe
reflection method which will be described in the following section.
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2.4.2. Principle of deflectometric measurements
Deflectometry or fringe reflection is a well-established method to measure specular free-form sur-
faces including applications with high demand on accuracy, such as high precision optics [Deut 01,
Knau 04, Fabe 12], as well as applications requiring high speed inspection of bigger objects, such
as car body panels or windscreens [Kamm 03]. The method has been adapted for solar appli-
cation to measure the local two-dimensional surface slopes of a reflecting surface contact-free
[Ulme 06, Heim 08, Andr 09, Ulme 11]. The advantages of deflectometry compared to the mea-
surement techniques described in the previous section are a high resolution of the slope data, a
high accuracy and that it is fast enough to characterize mirror panels on a running production
line [Ulme 12]. Deflectometry systems have been modified to characterize not only single reflector
panels but also whole assembled point and line focusing solar systems both in laboratory and in
field [Heim 08, Ulme 09, Ulme 11, Prah 11].
The principle of the deflectometric measurement method is based on the tracing of a light ray which
is sent back by a reflecting surface (figure 2.9). If a light ray originating from point P in direction
of ~i hits a mirror surface at point M it is reflected in direction of vector ~r and hits a detector in
D whereas the direction of ~r is given by the law of reflection. In vector notation with normalized
vectors, this relationship is expressed as [Rabl 85]:
~r =~i− 2
(
~i · ~n
)
~n (2.17)
Knowing the coordinates of P, M and D the normal vector ~n of the surface element at M can be
calculated as follows [Ulme 08]:
~n =
~r −~i∣∣∣~r −~i∣∣∣ (2.18)
In order to measure the whole object at once instead of evaluating single measurement points,
deflectometry systems use a coding on a plane, white Lambertian (diffuse reflecting) target surface
and view a reflection of that coded target surface in the mirror so that each camera pixel imaging
a specific location of the mirror can be mapped to the according location on the target. There are
different approaches for the coding, i. e. colored stripe patterns [Ulme 08], Gray-Code [Wior 01,
Kamm 05] or phase-shifted fringe patterns which reach highest accuracy [Kamm 05, Zhan 06].
By using patterns in two perpendicular directions, the whole target area is bijectively coded and
discrete local coordinates (i, j) can be assigned to a phase angle φ. Since sinusoidal patterns are
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Figure 2.9.: Principle of a deflectometric measurement
eigenfunctions of the imaging system which has in addition a low-pass filter behavior, slight local
blurring does not have a negative impact on the result accuracy [Kamm 05]. In order to avoid
ambiguity within one period the fringe pattern is phase-shifted several times by a known value.
Given a sinusoidal fringe brightness (grey level) pattern on the target and shifting that fringe for
three times so that a total of four patterns with brightnesses S1,...,4 is projected, the phase angle of
any given pixel can be determined through:
tanφ (i, j) =
S4 (i, j)− S2 (i, j)
S1 (i, j)− S3 (i, j) (2.19)
After application of the arctangent the value of φ is first limited to the interval
[−pi
2
, pi
2
]
. Taking the
algebraic sign of numerator and denominator into account equation 2.19 is defined for the interval
[−pi, pi] and the phase angle can be assigned to a local target coordinate. In order to determine the
absolute phase angle out of the relative phase angle in case of more than one period is projected
onto the target a method called hierarchical phase unwrapping is used to distinguish between
phase angles that differ about multiples of 2pi. Information of fringe patterns whose absolute phase
angles can be identified non-ambiguously is used to unwrap patterns of smaller fringe periods. The
period P of two sequent fringe patterns is calculated by:
Pk−1 =
Pk
F
, F ∈ R+, 0 ≤ k ≤ K (2.20)
withK denoting the index of the broadest fringe pattern and F being a magnification factor deduced
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by the constraint that the maximum measurement error of phase calculation has to be smaller than
pi. As a consequence, the functions φwk · F and φwk−1 have the same slope. The index w refers to
the wrapped state of the phases. The unwrapped, absolute phase values φk−1 are calculated via a
step function that provides multiples of 2pi to be added to the relative, wrapped phase values φwk−1
[Burk 02]:
φk−1 = φwk−1 + 2pi ·
[
φwk · F − φwk−1
2pi
]
0
(2.21)
2.5. Finite element modeling
The deformation and stress behavior of in this work discussed structures can be described by the
theory of linear elasticity. The basics of this theory are summarized in the first part of this section.
The resulting system of equations will be solved with the aid of finite element analysis which is
explained briefly in the second part of this section.
2.5.1. Theory of linear elasticity
The theory of linear elasticity is the branch of solid mechanics that concerns the deformation and
stress behavior of solid objects due to prescribed loading conditions. The fundamental linearizing
assumptions of linear elasticity are linear relationships between the components of stress σ and
strain ε. Furthermore, strains and resulting displacements u are infinitesimal so that the equilibrium
equations can be formulated for the undeformed element.
Expressed in terms of components with respect to a Cartesian coordinate system, the governing
equations of a linear elastic boundary value problem for homogeneous2, isotropic3 solid objects
neglecting influences of temperature read as follows (derivation see [Kien 09], [Gros 09]):
 strain-displacement equations
εij =
1
2
(ui,j + uj,i) (2.22)
 constitutive equations (relate stresses and strains, for elastic materials they correspond to
Hooke's law)
σij = Eijkl εkl (2.23)
2throughout the matter material properties are the same
3material properties are independent of direction in space
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or more simple for homogeneous and isotropic media
σij = λ εkk δij + 2µεij (2.24)
 equilibrium conditions (describe the balance of forces at an object and relate external (given)
forces to internal (unknown) stresses), in case of static loading
σij,j + fi = 0 (2.25)
where εij is the strain tensor, σij is the Cauchy stress tensor, Eijkl is the fourth-order elasticity
tensor, δij is the Kronecker delta, λ is Lamé's first parameter and µ is the shear modulus or
Lamé's second parameter, fi are the body forces.
Thus, for the solution of an elastostatic boundary value problem for isotropic-homogeneous media
a system of 15 independent equations is available for an equal number of unknowns (6 stresses, 6
strains, 3 displacements). Specifying the boundary conditions in terms of stresses or displacements,
the boundary value problem is completely defined. Depending on the given boundary conditions,
either a displacement formulation approach or a stress formulation approach can be taken to ana-
lytically solve the problem. For instance, in the case of given displacements in the boundary, the
former approach is chosen to substitute equations 2.22 and 2.24 into equation 2.25 and to eliminate
thereby strains and stresses. The obtained equations are the so called Lamé-Navier equations,
containing only the displacement values as unknowns:
(λ+ µ)uj,ji + µui,jj + fi = 0 (2.26)
A three dimensional elasticity problem can be solved analytically only in a few special cases. Mostly,
solutions can only be obtained employing numerical methods.
2.5.2. Finite element analysis
The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical approximation technique to solve partial differ-
ential equations as well as integral equations describing physical field problems [Beit 01].
In a finite element analysis (FEA) the geometry of a continuous structure is divided into a num-
ber of discrete sub-regions, or elements, connected at discrete points called nodes. In order
to approximate the unknown function described by the differential equations (e.g. displacement
or stress field in structural analysis, temperature field or heat flux in thermal analysis) linear or
quadratic shape functions are formulated for the sub-regions. Depending on the geometry and
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loading, one-dimensional line elements (bar, beam) two-dimensional plane elements (shell, plate),
three-dimensional volume elements or other specific elements (contact, point mass, spring) are
chosen to discretize the structure. The demand for an extremum, e.g. the minimum of potential
energy, generates a set of simultaneous algebraic equations for values of the field quantity at the
nodes [Cook 95].
In order to formulate the system of equations in stress analysis the governing equations of a linear
elasticity are utilized. Written in matrix format, the constitutive law
{σ} = [E] · {ε} (2.27)
and the strain-displacement equations
{ε} = [B] · {u} , {ε}T = [B]T · {u}T (2.28)
are substituted into the weak or integral form of the equilibrium conditions [Gros 09]
ˆ
V
δ {ε}T · {σ} dV =
ˆ
V
δ {u}T · {f} dV +
ˆ
S
δ {u}T · {t} dS (2.29)
to yield
ˆ
V
δ {u}T · [B]T · [E] · [B] · {u} dV =
ˆ
V
δ {u}T · {f} dV +
ˆ
S
δ {u}T · {t} dS (2.30)
or
[K] · {u} = {F} , (2.31)
where {u} is a vector of unknowns (values of field quantitiy at nodes), {F} is a vector of known
loads with {f} being a vector of body forces and {t} being a vector of surface loads, and [K] is a
matrix of known constants. In stress analysis [K] is known as stiffness matrix. It is composed of
the sum of the element stiffness matrices [Ke] and incorporates both the structure's material and
its geometry.
The set of equations 2.31 is either solved by a direct solving technique like the Gaussian elimination
method or an iterative technique in case of more than 500,000 unknowns.
The procedure of a linear-elastic finite element analysis can be divided into three steps [Mull 07]:
preprocessing, solution and postprocessing. The user of a FEA software mainly deals with the
preprocessing (describing loads, supports, materials, and generating the FE mesh) and the post-
processing step (sorting output, listing, and plotting of results) [Cook 95]. The single steps of a
finite element analysis include the following:
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 Preprocessing
 choice of theory, e.g. static structural analysis
 designing or importing of the structure's geometry
 simplification of geometry
 definition of material properties: In a static structural analysis these are the Young's
modulus E and Poisson's ratio ν for the calculation of the elasticity tensor in equation
2.23 or 2.27 and furthermore the density ρ for consideration of the structure's dead load.
 definition of element types and number of elements
 discretization of geometry, i. e. meshing
 definition of boundary conditions (e.g. supports) and loads (e.g. dead load)
 Solution
 calculation of element stiffness matrices and generation of equation system for evaluation
of the unknown field quantity at the nodes
 solving of equation system
 calculation of field quantities (e.g. displacements) and derived quantities (e.g. strains
and stresses) within the elements
 Postprocessing
 monitoring of results (e.g. plausibility check, checking of bearing reactions)
 if possible: validation of results on the basis of measurement results or approximate
analytical solution
 graphical presentation of results
The engineering simulation software ANSYS Workbench was employed to compute deformation
behavior of structures that are discussed in this work. The software offers a comprehensive range
of engineering simulation solution sets for linear and nonlinear problems in structural mechanics,
fluid dynamics, thermodynamics, acoustics, electromagnetics as well as for combined problems
(multiphysics).
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mirror shape accuracy and
deformation
3.1. Deflectometric test bench at DLR
The deflectometric measurement method was adapted to solar application by DLR. The evaluation
tool for the calculation of reflector slope error is a program code in MATLAB® which was written by
DLR and is now further developed by DLR spin-off company CSP Services GmbH. At the QUARZ
Test and Qualification Center for CSP Technologies® (QUARZ Center®) a deflectometric test
bench was constructed that allows assessment of mirror shape accuracy in different mirror angles
employing different types of fixation. Surface normal vectors are calculated with a resolution of up
to 2000× 2000 points for mirrors of different curvatures and sizes up to 2 m× 2 m.
3.1.1. Measurement setup
Figure 3.1 shows the schematic setup of the DLR deflectometric test bench.
The two white, diffuse reflecting target screens have each a size of about 5 m×5 m and are vertically
and horizontally aligned respectively whereas the horizontal target is placed 6 m above the ground.
The mirror is either fixed via screws or loosely positioned to a laboratory support frame. This
support frame consists of two pairs of each two and three parallel aligned aluminum beams in non-
curved and curved mirror direction respectively. A technical drawing of the laboratory support
frame is given in figure B.1 in appendix B. The three parallel aligned beams allow for measurement
of RP3 inner and outer mirrors on one support frame. Additional light-weight aluminum beams hold
positioning aid devices. The load-bearing beams are perpendicularly connected and are stiffened
by an aluminum cross beam.
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Figure 3.1.: Schematic setup of deflometric test bench at DLR QUARZ Test and Qualification
Center for CSP Technologies®. Setup for vertical measurement of parabolic mirror is
exemplarily shown.
Steel supports, precisely manufactured (tolerance is ±1 mrad) in order to have the design slope
angle of the mirror samples at the according mounting pad location, are fixed via adapters and
precision slides to the aluminum beams. A schematic drawing of the steel supports is given in
figure B.2 in the appendix. The precision slides allow for adjustment in mirror x- and y-direction.
Adjustment in z-direction is done by means of a set of distance foils. The boreholes of the steel
supports are carefully adjusted so that their center exactly corresponds to the design location of
the rear side of the according mirror mounting pad given in figure A.1. In that way a deformation
of the measurement sample is due to deviations from the design or other factors but not due to a
misaligned support frame.
The support frame is either placed on two horizontally aligned beams on the ground for measure-
ments in horizontal laboratory position (mirrors facing upwards with mounting pads horizontally
aligned) or fixed to a swivel frame and turned to the desired measurement angle.
The camera for taking mirror pictures is positioned so that it sees the reflection of the target in the
mirror. The projector is placed opposite of the target illuminating the whole target screen. The
camera for target pictures is not depicted in figure 3.1 but is positioned close to the projector for
measurements.
Description of the different laboratory measurement positions and mounting modes
Mirror shape accuracy can be measured in the following setups:
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 vertical loose (vl): vertical measurement position without tightening of screws, mounting
pads are vertically and curved (x) direction is horizontally aligned, mirror is carefully leaned
against an ideally aligned support frame so that deformation due to dead load is negligible
 horizontal loose (hl): horizontal measurement position without tightening of screws, mounting
pads are horizontally aligned, the mirror faces upward and is placed onto an ideally aligned
support frame
 vertical fix (vf): mirror oriented as in vertical loose measurement setup, mirror mounting
pads are fixed to the support frame with screws
 horizontal fix (hf): mirror oriented as in horizontal loose measurement setup, mirror mounting
pads are fixed to the support frame with screws
If the mounting pads are not yet applied to the mirror panel, shape accuracy can be measured
either in vertical loose or in horizontal loose setup.
Table 3.1 gives a schematic overview on common laboratory measurement setups.
fix loose
horizontal fix (hf) horizontal loose (hl)
vertical fix (vf) vertical loose (vl)
Table 3.1.: Schematic of common laboratory measurement setups
Instrumentation
The cameras used are digital cameras of the type D300 (mirror camera) and D300s (target camera)
by Nikon with a resolution of 12 MPixel. The lenses used are Tokina 28−70 mm and Nikkor 20 mm
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fix focal length respectively. They are calibrated and all lens distortions as explained in [Luhm 10]
are corrected during evaluation.
In order to reduce the exposure time the aperture is usually as open as possible. The exposure time
is adjusted so that a maximum gray value of 220 is not exceeded in the green channel in order to
avoid clipping. All automatic adjustments are switched off, the ISO value is 5 400. Furthermore,
the cameras' non-linearity is compensated during the evaluation process.
The employed projector is a Sanyo 3LCD projector of the type PLC-XC55. For linearity reasons
the parameter Brightness is adjusted to 37, WhiteBalance is set to 32-32-24, LampPower to
Maximum, and gamma to 15. The projector is given patterns with RGB-values between 10 and
220. With these settings and patterns, clipping of the projector is avoided.
3.1.2. Measurement and evaluation
The relevant position information needed for the calculation of surface normal vectors is the coordi-
nates of mirror, target and mirror camera position. The absolute positioning data of those objects
are acquired using a total station (Trimble S8 Total Station) that has a standard uncertainty of
the measured point of 1 mm to 3 mm depending on the measuring mode [Trim 10].
The position of the mirror is defined either by its four corners or by external reference points near
the corners that have a known relative position to the mounting points. There are four marked
points attached to the target corners that serve as position information for the target. The measured
camera position is corrected during evaluation along the optical axis of the camera in order to get
the position of the object-side nodal point of the lens system.
At DLR a phase shift method with four sinusoidal brightness patterns is used, having an offset of
pi
2
from one pattern to the next. For phase unwrapping the hierarchical approach with patterns of
three period lengths that differentiate about factor F = 9 is applied. In figure 3.2 an example of a
stripe pattern projected on a target screen and the sinusoidal stripes as reflected by the mirror are
displayed.
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Figure 3.2.: Projected (left) and reflected stripe patterns (right).
After the image acquisition of projected and reflected stripe patterns is completed, the evaluation
process is started.
At first, the geometry data of the test setup and the properties of measurement sample and cameras
are loaded into the evaluation program. Then, the picture series of target and mirror are evaluated.
This step includes the identification of the reference point coordinates of mirror and target plane,
the selection of the coded picture areas to be evaluated by using a threshold method, the calculation
of phase angles according to equation (2.19) and a correction for distortion and central projection.
Afterwards, phase angles are assigned to local and subsequently to global coordinates based on
known position in space of camera, and target and mirror reference points. Finally, for every
mirror coordinate the according coordinate in the projection screen is determined and all data for
calculation of local slope (compare equation 2.18) and thus local slope deviation is known (compare
equation 2.12). In order to compensate for marginal inaccurate positioning of the measurement
sample, the results are oriented and turned in space by a least square fit of the measured surface
to the mounting points. Figure 3.3 shows the results of an exemplarily measured RP3 inner mirror
in horizontal loose position in x- and y-direction. By default, the individual mirrors are part of the
negative side of the parabola in x-direction. Red colored areas denote an outward rotation of the
surface normal vectors about the y axis, resulting in a reflection of incoming rays above the ideal
focal line. Areas with inward rotation of surface normal vectors are colored in blue. By definition,
the outward direction points to the outer edges of the parabolic trough and slope deviation in that
direction is denoted with a positive sign. The inward direction points towards the center of the
trough and is denoted with a negative sign.
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Figure 3.3.: Exemplary result graphs of local slope deviation values of a RP3 inner mirror panel in
x- (left) and y-direction (right). Color bars in mrad.
Based on the results, optional further evaluation, such as a ray tracing (see section 2.3.3 for further
explanation) or calculation of concentrator shape by integrating local slope values, may be executed.
3.1.3. Uncertainty analysis
A detailed uncertainty analysis was performed according to [GUM 08] for standard deflectometric
shape measurement setups in laboratory for inner and outer mirror panels of RP3 geometry which
are used in common EuroTrough or LS3 type collectors.
As according to equation 2.18 the calculation of surface normal vectors and thus also the calculation
of slope deviation (see equation 2.12) is based on the coordinates of the center of projection of the
camera, the surface element of the mirror panel and the corresponding point on the projection plane,
the uncertainties of those quantities were determined first. In order to obtain the combined standard
uncertainty of local slope deviation values, the Gaussian law of propagation of uncertainties was
utilized. Similarly to the measurement of slope deviation, the calculation was carried out pixel by
pixel using an algorithm implemented in MATLAB®.
Table 3.2 gives a quantitative overview of the uncertainty analysis results.
Table 3.2.: Mean combined standard uncertainties of local slope deviation values sdx and sdy over
the whole surface for RP3 inner and RP3 outer panels evaluated in horizontal and
vertical laboratory measurement position. Values in mrad.
horizontal vertical
inner panel outer panel inner panel outer panel
u¯(sdx) 0.57 0.56 0.60 0.62
u¯(sdy) 0.63 0.62 0.65 0.69
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The determined mean standard uncertainty values of local slope deviation are slightly higher than
the values obtained in an uncertainty analysis carried out for the prior version of the test bench
at the Plataforma Solar de Almería by [Mrz 11]. There they were found to be about 0.4mrad in
curved x-direction and about 0.5mrad in non curved y-direction for both kinds of panels. The
differences are primarily due to higher uncertainties in the coordinates of the surface element of
the mirror panel and the corresponding point on the projection plane caused by the employed
measurement mode of the total station (tachymeter) for determination of position of mirror and
projection plane.
Figures B.3 and B.4 in the appendix display the combined standard uncertainties of local slope
deviation values in horizontal and vertical laboratory measurement position for RP3 inner and
outer panels respectively. Local uncertainty values show a distribution with higher values towards
the mirror edges which is caused by the increasing uncertainty of distortion correction.
As the formula to calculate a root mean square value is nonlinear (see equation 2.13), the uncertainty
of the rms value of all local slope deviation values cannot be calculated by means of the law of
propagation of uncertainty [GUM 08]. Based on experience from different measurement system
setups and comparison of large numbers of measured mirror panels März et al. [Mrz 11] state
standard uncertainties of the rms values of u(SDx) = u(SDy) = 0.2 mrad, which are confirmed for
the deflectometric setup at the QUARZ Center®.
As proposed by März et al. [Mrz 11], the deflectometric test bench was validated by measuring
a horizontal flat water surface about the size of a typical RP3 concentrator panel. The results
revealed rms slope deviation values of less than 0.1 mrad (see figure B.6 in the appendix).
In the following, the difference between slope deviation values determined in horizontal and vertical
laboratory measurement position shall serve for the assessment of mirror deformation due to dead
load. If local slope deviation differences are calculated as follows
sdh−v = sdh − sdv (3.1)
their combined standard uncertainties of local slope deviation are computed according to Gaussian
law of propagation of uncertainty:
u(sdh−v) =
√
u2(sdh,i)
(
∂sdh−v,i
∂sdh,i
)2
+ u2(sdv,i)
(
∂sdh−v,i
∂sdv,i
)2
=
√
u2(sdh,i) + u2(sdv,i) (3.2)
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Spatially resolved results for the RP3 inner panel are depicted in figure 3.4 and for the outer panel
in figure B.5 in the appendix. Table 3.3 states mean values for inner and outer panel.
Figure 3.4.: Combined standard uncertainties of local slope deviation differences in curved x-
direction (left) and non-curved y-direction (right) for a RP3 inner panel. Color bars in
mrad.
Table 3.3.: Mean combined standard uncertainties of local slope deviation differences over the whole
surface for RP3 inner and RP3 outer panels in curved x-direction and non-curved y-
direction. Values in mrad.
inner panel outer panel
u¯(sdxh−v) 0.83 0.84
u¯(sdyh−v) 0.91 0.93
Applying equation 3.2 to calculate the standard uncertainty of the rms values of local slope deviation
differences results in u(SDxh−v) = u(SDyh−v) = 0.28 mrad.
3.2. FEM mirror panel model
The deformation analyses in this thesis are carried out using the Static Structural simulation tool
provided by the software ANSYS Workbench. The analyses shall serve for the examination of the
influence of mirror mounting concept and mirror angle on mirror deformation and derived shape
accuracy parameters.
This section explains the given input data and underlying assumptions necessary for the completion
of the analyses' preprocessing step. Furthermore, the validation procedure is described.
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3.2.1. Assumptions
The performed static structural finite element analyses consider linear elastic deformations under
steady-state conditions. Real material properties are used, inhomogeneity in material and geometry
are neglected. Small parts like screws, screw nuts and washers are not included in the models. Real
joints are not modeled, all parts are fixed permanently. Further simplifications concerning the
models' geometries are discussed in the following section 3.2.2.1.
3.2.2. Description of model
3.2.2.1. Geometry
In a EuroTrough parabolic trough collector one column of mirrors consists of two inner and two
outer mirror panels having dimensions of 1700 x 1641mm and 1700 x 1501mm respectively. Each
mirror is attached via four so called mounting pads to the collector support structure (geometrical
details see figure A).
The finite element model's geometry is created using the ANSYS CAD application ANSYS Design-
Modeler: the geometry of mirror, adhesive and pads is directly constructed within the program.
Since the thickness of the reflector mirror is small compared to its width and length it is modeled as
a shell body, having an ideal parabolic shape. The reflective and protective coatings are assumed
to have no effect on the deformation behavior of the mirror so that they are neglected in the model
and the mirror consists only of 4mm bent float glass. The mounting pads are modeled as solid
ceramic cylinders neglecting the borehole and the metal sleeve with internal thread that serves for
fixation of the mirror onto the support frame.
Figure 3.5 displays the model of one RP3 inner mirror panel in horizontal measurement angle
(compare 3.1.1). By definition, the mirror coordinate system's x direction corresponds to the
curved direction of the mirrors, the y coordinate axis runs parallel to the non-curved mirror edge.
The point of origin is located in the parabola vertex corresponding to the back surface of the mirror
panels. Z points from the vertex towards the focal line, corresponding to the optical axis. The
mirror coordinate system's axes directions run parallel to the global ANSYS coordinate system's
axes.
Furthermore, pad coordinate systems having their origins in the center of the mounting pads' rear
side are defined. They are tilted by the according local mirror slope ∂y
∂z
about the y axis. The
direction of the y-axis is parallel to the y-axis in the mirror coordinate system. Table 3.4 lists the
positions of the pad coordinate systems in the mirror coordinate system.
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Figure 3.5.: ANSYS model of one RP3 inner mirror panel in horizontal laboratory measurement
angle. Global ANSYS coordinate system, mirror coordinate system and pad coordinate
systems are displayed.
Table 3.4.: Positions of pad coordinate system in mirror coordinate system for RP3 geometry
x y z ∂y
∂z
[mm] [mm] [mm] [°]
RP3 inner mirror pad 1 -371.33 352 7.69 6.17
pad 2 -371.33 1348 7.69 6.17
pad 3 -1322.46 352 242.39 21.08
pad 4 -1322.46 1348 242.39 21.08
RP3 outer mirror pad 1 -1924.07 352 527.01 29.28
pad 2 -1924.07 1348 527.01 29.28
pad 3 -2649.08 352 1010.29 37.68
pad 4 -2649.08 1348 1010.29 37.68
For those model cases that include parts of the support frame, the CAD data of the components
is imported and simplified, i. e. small parts are suppressed, holes are filled, etc. The geometrical
details and the specific boundary conditions of the individual model cases are discussed in subsection
3.2.2.5.
3.2.2.2. Material properties
In addition to parameters given by the components' geometries (moments of inertia of area and
section moduli), the following material properties are applied in the finite element problem: density,
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio.
Table 3.5 summarizes the material properties of the finite element models' components.
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Table 3.5.: Material properties
density Young's modulus Poisson's ratio reference
ρ
[
kg
m3
]
E
[
N
mm2
]
ν [−]
float glass 2500 70000 0.23 [DIN 11]
steatit ceramic 2600 100000 0.24 [Deut 84], [IZTK 03]
silicone adhesive 1200 2.15 0.498 [Prof 07]
structural steel 7850 200000 0.3 [ANSY 11]
aluminum 2700 70000 0.33 [Beit 01]
The permanently elastic silicone adhesive has got like all elastomers a hyperelastic material behavior
which is described by the Mooney-Rivlin law. However, due to small strain values of the adhesive
a linear elastic material behavior is assumed.
3.2.2.3. Discretization
In all model cases the mirrors are discretized utilizing solid shell elements. Solid elements are
used for the modeling of adhesive, pads and brackets. The study of grid convergence resulted in a
division of 200 elements in width and length of each mirror panel.
3.2.2.4. Boundary conditions applying to all model cases: standard Earth gravity
In order to account for the structure's dead weight, standard Earth gravity is considered in all
model cases, except in the analysis of the influence of angular deviation of mounting pads on shape
accuracy (description of ideal case with angular deviation of mounting pads see 3.2.2.5 and analyses
in section 4.2).
For some model cases the static structural analyses shall be conducted in different mirror angles.
Instead of changing the orientation of the model in the global ANSYS coordinate system, the
gravity vector's components are adjusted according to the respective mirror angle.
Table 3.6 lists the gravity vector's components in x- and z-direction, gx and gz, for the evaluated
angles: seven different collector angles β and additionally a horizontal laboratory measurement
angle for RP3 inner and outer mirror panels. The components are defined in the mirror coordinate
system and have to be given in mm
s2
since the dimensions of the geometry are given in mm. For
mirrors located on the left-hand branch of the parabola, i. e. with negative x-coordinates with
respect to the mirror coordinate system, they are calculated as follows:
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gx = −9810 mm
s2
· sin(β) (3.3)
gz = 9810
mm
s2
· cos(β) (3.4)
For mirrors located on the right-hand branch of the parabola (positive x-coordinates) the component
in x-direction has got a positive algebraic sign.
Table 3.6.: Gravity vector's components for different mirror angles and mirrors of the left branch of
the parabola: different collector angles and horizontal laboratory measurement angles
for RP3 inner and outer mirror panels
Angle gx gz
[°]
[
mm
s2
] [
mm
s2
]
0 0 9810
15 -2539 9475.7
30 -4905 8495.7
45 6936.7 6936.7
60 -8495.7 4905
75 -9475.7 2539
90 -9810 0
horizontal (RP 3 inner): 13.86 -2350 9524
horizontal (RP 3 outer): 33.69 -5442 8162
3.2.2.5. Boundary conditions applying to the individual model cases
Model case mirror fixed to an ideally rigid support structure (ideal case) In this model case
the support frame is assumed to be ideally rigid. Fixed boundary conditions are applied to the rear
side of the mounting pads. The fixed boundary condition constrains all degrees of freedom on the
mounting pads' rear sides. There is neither displacement nor rotation possible at those locations.
Two models were prepared for the ideal model case, one for RP3 inner mirror geometry and one
for RP3 outer mirror geometry.
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Figure 3.6.: Model case RP3 inner mirror fixed to an ideally rigid support frame (ideal case)
Model case mirror fixed to an ideally rigid support structure taking into account angular
deviation of mounting pads (ideal case with angular deviation of mounting pads ) In
this model case the support frame is assumed to be ideally rigid. Angular deviations of mounting
pads are modelled by applying remote displacement boundary conditions to the rear side of the
mounting pads. In the analysis of the influence of angular deviation of mounting pads on mirror
shape accuracy in section 4.2 either a rotation about the mounting pad x- or y-axis or about both,
x- and y-axis, is given. Displacement values at the mounting pad rear side are set to zero in every
direction.
In contrast to the other model cases examined in this work, the ideal case with angular deviation
of mounting pads does not consider standard Earth gravity. This model case would correspond to
a vertical fix laboratory measurement where mounting pads are vertically and curved (x) direction
is horizontally aligned (see subsection 3.1.1). The mirror is fixed with screws to an ideally rigid
support structure in order to examine the effects of angular deviation of mounting pads separately.
Two models were prepared for the ideal model case with angular deviation of mounting pads, one
for RP3 inner mirror geometry and one for RP3 outer mirror geometry.
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Figure 3.7.: Model case RP3 inner mirror fixed to an ideally rigid support frame, mounting pads
with angular deviations about the y-axis (ideal case with angular deviation of mounting
pads)
Model case mirror fixed to a laboratory support frame (fix laboratory case) In this model
case the support frame used for the deflectometric shape measurements (see 3.1.1) is included in
the model. Fixed boundary conditions are applied to the rear side of the bottom aluminum beams.
Two models were prepared for the fix laboratory model case, one for RP3 inner mirror geometry
and one for RP3 outer mirror geometry.
Figure 3.8.: Model case RP3 inner mirror fixed to laboratory support frame (fix laboratory case)
Model case mirror placed onto a laboratory support frame without fixation (loose laboratory
case) This model case considers the deformation of the laboratory support frame used for the
deflectometric shape measurements (see 3.1.1). The displacement values of the support frame at
the mounting pads' rear side resulting in the fix laboratory case are applied to the rear side of the
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mounting pads in this model case (remote displacement boundary condition). Rotation around the
support points is allowed.
Two models were prepared for the loose laboratory model case, one for RP3 inner mirror geometry
and one for RP3 outer mirror geometry.
Figure 3.9.: Model case RP3 inner mirror placed onto a laboratory support frame without fixation
(loose laboratory case)
Model case mirror fixed to an ideally rigid support structure using L and Z brackets
(elastic case) In this model case the brackets utilized in EuroTrough collectors are included in
the model and represent the linking elements to the collector structure. According to their shape
they are referred to as L and Z brackets respectively. A technical drawing of the brackets is given
in figure B.7 in the appendix. They are made of bent steal sheets of 2mm thickness. The broadside
of the L brackets is oriented parallel to curved mirror direction. Therefore, they are very resistant
to bending. The Z brackets are less bending resistant since they are oriented with their broadside
parallel to non-curved mirror direction. In the EuroTrough collector design the more elastic Z
brackets are attached towards the inner mirror edge for the outer mirror and towards the outer
mirror edge for the inner mirror. The L brackets are utilized as linking elements on the outer side
of the outer mirror and on the inner side of the inner mirror.
Fixed boundary conditions are applied to the side of the brackets which is attached to the collector
structure.
Two models were prepared for the elastic model case, one for RP3 inner mirror geometry and one
for RP3 outer mirror geometry.
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Figure 3.10.: Model case RP3 inner and RP3 outer mirror fixed to an ideally rigid support frame
via elastically deformable brackets (elastic case)
Model case mirror fixed to an ideally rigid support structure using parameterized beams
(parametric case) This model case serves for exemplary demonstration of mirror deformation for
mirror panels fixed to a support frame with varying geometry and hence changing bending stiffness.
Parameterized beams with constant length of 100 mm, constant width of 10 mm in y-direction and
varying width of 2 − 40 mm in x-direction are attached to the mounting pads' rear sides. Fixed
boundary conditions are applied to the rear end of the beams.
Two models were prepared for the parametric case, one for RP3 inner mirror geometry and one for
RP3 outer mirror geometry.
Figure 3.11.: Model case RP3 inner mirror fixed to a parameterized beam support frame (parametric
case)
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3.2.2.6. Evaluated quantities
The Cartesian mirror coordinate system is used for the evaluation and postprocessing of the finite
element analysis results.
Displacements in mm The finite element analyses of mirror deformation yield vectors of dis-
placement for all finite elements nodes. The displacement vectors are evaluated for all three mirror
coordinate directions.
Slope deviation in mrad The slope deviation distribution of each mirror exposed to gravity load
is determined in a separate postprocessing step in MATLAB®. The displacement values at the
mirror panel's rear side are exported as a text file and subsequently used in a MATLAB routine
to calculate surface normal vectors of each deformed surface element and to compare it to the
according ideal values. As a result local slope deviation values and a root mean square value of
local slope deviations according to equation 2.13 are determined for every performed analysis.
Focus deviation in mm In a further postprocessing step local and root mean square values of
focus deviation are calculated in a MATLAB routine according to the equations in subsection 2.3.2.
Table 3.7 illustrates exemplary graphical results of finite element analyses for the fix laboratory
case and the elastic case. It's dead weight causes the mirror to deflect along curved (x) mirror
direction with maximum deformation in the middle and at the edges. Since the laboratory support
frame is constructed highly bending resistant (fix laboratory case) the steel supports deform only
slightly. In the elastic case, the Z brackets deform significantly allowing for a rotation of the
contact region between brackets and mounting pad rear sides. As a result the outer edge of the
RP3 inner mirror deflects upward.
The deformation characteristics translate directly into displacement values in mirror z-direction.
High negative displacement values occur in the middle part of the mirror, lower negative displace-
ment values towards the mirror edges. In the elastic case the upward deflection of the outer mirror
edge (left edge in the graphics) results in positive displacement values for that part of the mirror.
Since table 3.7 shows results of a RP3 inner mirror located on the left-hand branch of the parabola,
a downward deflection of the outer mirror edge in the laboratory case causes an outward tilt
of surface normal vectors compared to ideal mirror shape (positive slope deviation values). An
upward deflection (elastic case) causes an inward rotation of surface normal vectors (negative slope
deviation values). That mirror part between the mounting pads that declines towards the mirror
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center in the side view deformation graphics results in an inward rotation of surface normal vectors
and thus in negative slope deviation values. The opposite is true for the mirror part inclining from
the center. For that mirror part surface normal vectors rotate outwards resulting in positive slope
deviation values.
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Table 3.7.: Gravity-induced deformation of an ideally shaped RP3 inner mirror panel for fix lab-
oratory case and elastic case (top) and resulting displacements in z-direction in mm
(middle) and slope deviation in x-direction in mrad (bottom). Scaling factor of defor-
mation graphics: 1000
fix laboratory case elastic case
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SDx = 1.16 mrad SDx = 1.48 mrad
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3.2.3. Validation of finite element models with deflectometry data
In order to verify that the finite element models compute the real deformation behavior accu-
rately enough the fix laboratory model case and the loose laboratory model case are validated by
comparing measured and modeled deformation and resulting slope deviation data. The measured
deformation data was obtained by performing deflectometric shape measurements in horizontal
and vertical laboratory positions (see section 3.1.1) and calculating the difference between the two
positions. A total of eleven inner and twelve outer mirror panels were evaluated in each position.
The averaged resulting local and rms slope deviation differences, sdxh−v and SDxh−v, serve for
comparison with FEA-computed values, sdxcomp and SDxcomp.
The mean combined standard uncertainty for local measured slope deviation differences of
u¯(sdxh−v) = 0.83 mrad and u¯(sdxh−v) = 0.84 mrad for inner and outer mirrors respectively and
the standard uncertainty for the according root mean square values u(SDxh−v) = u(SDyh−v) =
0.28 mrad given in 3.1.3 serve as validation criteria.
The described validation approach assumes that ideally parabolically shaped mirrors and mirrors
with slight deviations to the ideal shape deform the same when exposed to gravity. Furthermore,
in order to ensure a safe and efficient measurement procedure, the following modifications to the
modeled scenario have to be made: In vertical measurement position the plane formed by the
mounting points is not exactly aligned vertically but tilted by 3°. A separate finite element analysis
revealed that the difference to an exact vertical alignment is negligible. Moreover, instead of turning
every mirror from vertical to horizontal position, all mirrors are measured in one position one after
another. Then the setup is changed to measure mirror shape in the second position. The positioning
of mirrors is done by hand and thus is a possible source of error. It is however reduced by averaging
the results.
Table 3.8 and table B.1 summarize the results of the comparison between measured and FEA-
computed slope deviation differences for the fix and the loose laboratory model case.
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Table 3.8.: Measured and FEA-computed slope deviation differences for the fix laboratory model
case for a RP3 inner (top) and a RP3 outer panel (bottom). Color bars in mrad.
measured FEA-computed
SDxhf−vf,meas = 1.54 mrad SDxcomp = 1.16 mrad
SDxhf−vf,meas = 1.13 mrad SDxcomp = 0.95 mrad
As indicated by similar color distributions in the graphics the finite element models predict gravity-
induced deformation and resulting slope deviation characteristic quite well. The fix laboratory
model case slightly underestimates gravity-induced deformation which is due to the underlying
assumptions. In particular, assuming that all parts connected by screws are fixed permanently
might not be exactly correct. In reality, those bolted connections might allow for a marginal
movement. All calculated root mean square values of slope deviation differences lie within an
expanded uncertainty interval given by 2 ·u(SDxh−v) = 2 ·u(SDyh−v) = 2 · 0.28 mrad = 0.56 mrad.
Except for the calculated root mean square value of the inner mirror in the fix laboratory model
case all root mean square values even lie within the interval given by the determined standard
uncertainty.
It can be concluded that the assumptions described in 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 are acceptable. The finite
element models calculate gravity-induced mirror deformation and resulting slope deviation with
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acceptable accuracy.
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different laboratory setups
Up to now it has not been agreed on a standard unified approach for assessing shape accuracy
of solar concentrating mirrors in laboratory. Significant differences in measurement results are
observed depending on:
 measurement angle
 mounting mode
 mounting pad accuracy (That refers especially to the mounting pad angle. For mounting pad
position a tolerance of ± 1mm is allowed and is well met by the manufacturers)
 type and stiffness of support structure
Due to the imperfection of the manufacturing process state of the art mirror panels reach values
of root mean square of slope deviation (SDx) of about 2mrad or even well below. In this chapter
the impact of the above mentioned factors on mirror shape accuracy will be examined applying the
deflectometric measurement procedure and finite element modeling methods. Furthermore, it will
be demonstrated how results obtained in different setups can be compared to each other.
4.1. Mirror shape accuracy in common laboratory positions
and mounting modes
4.1.1. Aim of the analysis
Concerning laboratory measurements of mirror shape accuracy two issues are discussed and re-
alized: mirror mounting (whether to fix or not to fix mirrors onto a support frame) and mirror
orientation during measurement. The aim of the following analysis is to determine the influence
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of measurement angle and mounting mode on mirror shape accuracy. Due to handling restrictions
or order of production process steps (compare figure 2.6) not all setups might be feasible during
quality control in a production line. Consequently, the question if a conversion of results obtained
in one measurement angle and specific mounting mode can be converted into mirror shape accu-
racy data applying for another measurement position and mounting mode will be answered in this
context additionally. That objective includes the identification of a characteristic deformation be-
tween each two measurement setups and the demonstration of a procedure to convert measurement
results obtained in one setup into data applying for another setup. That procedure hence allows
for comparison of the results.
4.1.2. Influence of measurement position and mounting mode on mirror
shape accuracy
4.1.2.1. Test and analysis procedure
Deflectometric shape measurements of RP3 inner and outer mirror panels were performed in vertical
loose, horizontal loose, vertical fix and horizontal fix measurement setup. A detailed description of
the setups is given in subsection 3.1.1.
Mirror shape accuracy was measured for a total of eleven annealed sag-bent RP3 inner mirror panels
of three different production periods (A, B, C), twelve annealed sag-bent RP3 outer mirror panels
of three different production periods (A, B, C) and five tempered press-bent RP3 outer mirror
panels of one production period (D). For all setups the measurement data was evaluated in height
(z-coordinate) and in slope and focus deviation in transversal (x) and longitudinal (y) directions.
Unlike the optical control step in mirror manufacturing process where commonly a rim of 5mm
around the edges is neglected in order to improve reproducibility under manufacturing conditions,
in this study the whole mirror area was evaluated without neglecting a rim. Out of the spatially
resolved data the root mean square values of local slope (SDx, SDy) and focus deviations (FDx,
FDy) were calculated in x- and y-direction. For the purpose of comparison, the root mean square
values of slope and focus deviation were averaged for mirrors belonging to one production period.
Only results of one production period were averaged because slope deviation characteristics slightly
differ from one production period to another. For mirrors of one production period the standard
deviation of root mean square slope deviation is acceptably low, i. e. smaller than twice the stated
uncertainty of the measurement system of u(SDx) = u(SDy) = 0.2 mrad (see table C.2).
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4.1.2.2. Results
Table 4.1 and table 4.2 depict spatially resolved measurement results of an annealed sag-bent RP3
inner and a RP3 outer mirror panel in all four measurement setups respectively. The results of
a tempered press-bent RP3 outer panel are given in figure C.1. Annealed sag-bent and tempered
press-bent mirror panels have different slope deviation characteristics. Whilst the first type shows
a smooth transition from areas reflecting incoming solar radiation above (positive slope deviation
values indicated by yellow to red areas) and below the ideal focal line (negative slope deviation
values indicated by turquois to blue areas), the second type distinguishes itself by a wavelike change
of positive and negative slope deviation areas.
The general deformation characteristic of mirror panels from vertical to horizontal position due to
dead load is graphically shown in table 3.7 for an ideally shaped RP3 inner mirror fixed to the
laboratory support frame. Mirror panels sag inward between the mounting points from vertical
to horizontal position. This is indicated by a change in slope deviation towards positive values
in the inner mirror part between the mounting points and a change in slope deviation towards
negative values in the outer mirror part between the mounting points. In case of fixed mounting,
the non-curved mirror edges deflect downwards. This is indicated by a change in slope deviation
towards negative values along the inner mirror edge and a change towards positive slope deviation
values along the outer mirror edge. The inner mirror edge corresponds to the right side in the slope
deviation graphics (small negative x-values). The outer mirror edge is located on the left side in the
slope deviation graphics (high negative x-values). Due to the smaller distance between mounting
points the deformation is less pronounced for outer than for inner mirror panels.
In case of the results for the press-bent RP3 outer panel given in figure C.1 the deformation effects
are partly masked by the wavy slope deviation characteristic. The inward sag from vertical to
horizontal position is indicated by a change in slope deviation towards positive values in the inner
mirror part between the mounting points (bluish-green colored areas turn into green-yellow colored
areas). The outer mirror part between the mounting points changes its slope deviation values
towards more negative values.
In case of angular misaligned mounting pads a significant difference of local slope deviation values
between mirrors evaluated in a setup fixed and mirrors evaluated in a setup not fixed to a support
frame may appear. The increase in local slope deviation values, the size of the affected mirror area
and the increase in root mean square slope deviation value depend on the magnitude of angular
misalignment (for further quantification see section 4.2).
Table 4.3 and table 4.4 list averaged root mean square values of slope and focus deviation in
transversal (x) direction for inner and outer mirror panels. In each case results of one production
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period were averaged. Table C.2 gives the results of root mean square slope deviation for every
measured mirror panel in all four measurement positions.
Table 4.1.: Slope deviation in mrad in x-direction for an exemplary annealed sag-bent RP3 inner
mirror panel in vertical loose (vl) and horizontal loose (hl) laboratory measurement po-
sition (top) and vertical fix (vf) and horizontal fix (hf) laboratory measurement position
(bottom)
vertical horizontal
SDxvl,meas = 1.95 mrad SDxhl,meas = 2.81 mrad
SDxvf,meas = 3.01 mrad SDxhf,meas = 3.07 mrad
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Table 4.2.: Slope deviation in mrad in x-direction for an exemplary annealed sag-bent RP3 outer
mirror panel in vertical loose (vl) and horizontal loose (hl) laboratory measurement po-
sition (top) and vertical fix (vf) and horizontal fix (hf) laboratory measurement position
(bottom)
vertical horizontal
SDxvl,meas = 1.34 mrad SDxhl,meas = 1.47 mrad
SDxvf,meas = 1.06 mrad SDxhf,meas = 1.60 mrad
Table 4.3.: Averaged root mean square slope (SDx) and focus deviation values (FDx) in x-direction
for RP3 inner panels in horizontal loose (hl), vertical loose (vl), horizontal fix (hf) and
vertical fix (vf) laboratory measurement position
SDx in mrad FDx in mm
vl,meas hl,meas vl,meas hl,meas
A 2.06 2.83 7.44 10.71
B 2.14 2.72 7.56 10.22
C 2.35 2.94 8.55 11.04
vf,meas hf,meas vf,meas hf,meas
A 2.68 2.83 9.77 10.34
B 3.03 3.08 10.60 10.93
C 3.28 3.32 11.60 11.80
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Table 4.4.: Averaged root mean square slope (SDx) and focus deviation values (FDx) in x-direction
for RP3 outer panels in horizontal loose (hl), vertical loose (vl), horizontal fix (hf) and
vertical fix (vf) laboratory measurement position
SDx in mrad FDx in mm
vl,meas hl,meas vl,meas hl,meas
A 1.38 1.47 6.88 7.50
B 1.38 1.53 6.83 7.76
C 1.49 1.66 7.38 8.41
D 1.97 1.49 9.61 7.32
vf,meas hf,meas vf,meas hf,meas
A 1.18 1.61 5.85 8.27
B 1.25 1.70 6.17 8.69
C 4.84 4.98 22.51 23.17
D 1.61 1.53 7.93 7.58
The following results can be stated:
 The panels A, B and C measured for this study perform best in vertical position and show
an average increase of up to 0.77mrad in SDx (RP3 inner, A) and up to 3.27mm in FDx
(RP3 inner, A) from vertical loose to horizontal loose position.
 The increase in root mean square values is less pronounced for outer mirror panels and if
horizontal and vertical measurement position for mirrors fixed to the laboratory support
frame are compared.
 The reasons for the smaller change in root mean square values for the RP3 inner mirrors when
fixed orientations are compared are that deformation partly compensates slope deviation (for
example the lower inner part between the mounting pads in figure 4.1 turns from dark blue to
light green) and that slope deviation due to angular deviation of mounting pads contributes
much more to the root mean square value of slope deviation than deformation-induced slope
deviation. Furthermore, fixing the mirrors to the support frame does not allow the mirrors
to deform as much as when turned from vertical loose to horizontal loose position.
 In case of the outer mirrors A and B fixed to the support frame misaligned mounting pads
lead to a spatial slope deviation characteristic that is intensified by deformation due to dead
load.
 In general, the reason for a differently high increase in root mean square values within one
production period of mirrors is the distinctive spatial distribution of slope deviation.
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 An extraordinarily high increase in root mean square values can be noticed if results of
fixed and loose measurements are compared for the outer mirrors C. Angular deviation of
the mounting pads causes high local slope deviation values not only in the area around the
mounting pads but affects shape accuracy of the whole mirror.
 The examined tempered press-bent RP3 outer mirror panels (D) have got best shape accuracy
parameters in horizontal position because spatial slope deviation characteristic counteracts
gravity sag.
4.1.3. Characteristic deformation and conversion of results
Mirror manufacturers commonly measure mirror shape accuracy either in vertical loose or in hori-
zontal loose measurement angle. In order to be able to compare results, a conversion of results from
vertical loose to horizontal loose position or vice versa is required. When sent to independent lab-
oratories such as the DLR QUARZ Center®, the panels completed the whole production process,
i. e. they have attached mounting pads. Hence, mirror shape accuracy can be measured in vertical
fix or horizontal fix position for the purpose of qualifying the whole product or in vertical loose
or horizontal loose position as it is commonly done by the manufacturers. According to figure 2.6
the optical control step in a manufacturing process is generally carried out before the attachment
of mounting pads so that a conversion of results from horizontal loose position to a position which
approximates the situation of a mirror mounted onto a support structure, i. e. the horizontal fix
position, is necessary in order to predict mirror performance in operation or specify desired quality
of the product.
4.1.3.1. Test and analysis procedure
Characteristic deformation between vertical and horizontal setup
The measurement results obtained as described in 4.1.2.1 served for calculation of a characteristic
measured deformation matrix from vertical to horizontal measurement angle for fixed as well as for
loose mounting mode. For each mirror panel the difference from vertical to horizontal position in
height and slope deviation in x- and y-direction was evaluated. Then, the difference matrices of the
annealed sag-bent inner and outer panels and of the tempered press-bent outer panels respectively
were averaged to determine the characteristic measured deformation matrix for each mirror type,
e.g. for fixed mounting mode:
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(sdxhf − sdxvf)meas (4.1)
Furthermore, a characteristic computed deformation matrix was found through finite element anal-
yses of mirror and laboratory support frame as described in section 3.2.2, i. e. for fixed mounting
mode (fix laboratory case):
(sdxhf − sdxvf)comp (4.2)
and for loose mounting mode (loose laboratory case):
(sdxhl − sdxvl)comp (4.3)
Conversion of results: vertical to horizontal
In a next step spatially resolved measured slope deviation values sdxv,meas in transversal (x) direc-
tion of a vertical measurement position were overlaid with the according measured characteristic
deformation matrix (sdxhf − sdxvf)meas to calculate spatially resolved results sdxh,calc corresponding
to a horizontal measurement position. For instance, spatially resolved horizontal slope deviation
values in x-direction for fixed mounting mode are calculated from:
sdxhf,calc = sdxvf,meas + (sdxhf − sdxvf)meas (4.4)
In a parallel analysis the FEA-computed deformation matrix (sdxhf − sdxvf)comp was added to the
spatially resolved measured slope deviation values of a vertical measurement position to determine
spatially resolved results corresponding to a horizontal measurement position:
sdxhf,calc = sdxvf,meas + (sdxhf − sdxvf)comp (4.5)
Root mean square values of slope deviation were then calculated according to equation (2.13).
The root mean square values as well as spatially resolved slope deviation in x- and y-direction for
measured and calculated horizontal position were compared. This procedure was conducted for
the annealed sag-bent RP3 inner and outer mirror panels and for the tempered press-bent RP3
outer mirror panels. Since measured characteristic deformation matrices for annealed and tempered
mirrors differ negligibly, the measured characteristic deformation matrices for annealed panels was
used to calculate horizontal results for the tempered press-bent panels.
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Finally, it was assessed whether the procedure of adding measured or the procedure of adding
computed deformation matrices to vertical results better predicts horizontal results.
Conversion of results: horizontal loose to horizontal fix
For the purpose of converting results obtained in horizontal loose setup to results being valid for
a horizontal fix setup in the case that the optical control shall be performed before application of
mounting pads the procedure depicted in figure 4.1 was conducted.
fix mounting mode loose mounting mode
horizontal fix (hf) horizontal loose (hl), measured
↑ ↓
+ (sdxhf − sdxvf)comp − (sdxhl − sdxvl)comp
↑ ↓
vertical fix (vf) ←− vertical loose (vl)
+
(sdxvf − sdxvl)comp
Figure 4.1.: Calculation scheme for the conversion of results obtained in different laboratory mea-
surement setups employing FEA-computed deformation matrices for conversion of hor-
izontal into vertical results and vice versa.
First, the deformation matrix from vertical loose to horizontal loose position was subtracted from
horizontal loose results in order to convert results into vertical results. In a first analysis perfectly
aligned mounting pads and thus no deformation when fixing the mirror to the support frame were
assumed, i. e. sdxvl ≈ sdxvf . Then, the deformation matrix from vertical fix to horizontal fix
position was added to obtain spatially resolved horizontal fix results:
sdxhf,calc = sdxhl,meas − (sdxhl − sdxvl)comp + (sdxhf − sdxvf)comp (4.6)
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In a second exemplary analysis, measured angular deviation of mounting pads were considered, so
that the deformation from vertical loose to vertical fix position had to be taken into account:
sdxhf,calc = sdxhl,meas − (sdxhl − sdxvl)comp + (sdxvf − sdxvl)comp + (sdxhf − sdxvf)comp (4.7)
Again, the root mean square values as well as spatially resolved slope deviation in x- and y-direction
for measured and calculated horizontal fix position were compared for both analyses.
In analogous analyses horizontal fix slope deviation data was obtained employing the measured
deformation matrices, (sdxhl − sdxvl)meas and (sdxhf − sdxvf)meas , in equation 4.6 and 4.7.
4.1.3.2. Results
Characteristic deformation between vertical and horizontal setup
An example of the difference in slope deviation between horizontal and vertical measurement po-
sition is displayed in table 4.5 for an exemplary RP3 inner mirror.
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Table 4.5.: Slope deviation in mrad in x-direction for an exemplary annealed sag-bent RP3 inner
mirror panel in horizontal (top) and vertical laboratory measurement position (middle)
and the difference in slope deviation between the two positions (bottom).
fix mounting mode loose mounting mode
horizontal loose (fix) SDxhf,meas = 3.07 mrad SDxhl,meas = 2.81 mrad
− − −
vertical loose (fix) SDxvf,meas = 3.01 mrad SDxvl,meas = 1.95 mrad
SDxhf−vf,meas = 1.53 mrad SDxhl−vl,meas = 2.61 mrad
The characteristic deformation matrices that were obtained based on measurements and computed
by means of finite element analysis as well as the according root mean square value of slope deviation
are given in table 3.8 and table B.1 for fix and loose mounting mode respectively. Gravity-induced
deformation is more pronounced for the loose mounting mode. Measured gravity-induced root mean
square slope deviation is as high as 2.44mrad for inner mirror panels and 1.25mrad for outer mirror
panels (compare table B.1). Due to smaller distance between mounting pads for RP3 outer mirrors,
deformation and hence slope deviation is less pronounced for RP3 outer mirrors. When mirrors are
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fixed to the support frame values of 1.54mrad and 1.13mrad are reached (compare table 3.8). Due
to the assumptions that were made for the finite element models (compare subsection 3.2.3), the
gravity-induced root mean square values that were computed by means of finite element analysis
(FEA) are in general a little smaller than according values derived by measurements: 2.17mrad
and 1.45mrad for loose mounting mode (compare table B.1), 1.16mrad and 0.95mrad for fixed
mounting mode (compare table 3.8).
Conversion of results: vertical to horizontal
Table 4.6 and table 4.7 compare spatially resolved slope deviation values in transversal direction
that were obtained by deflectometric measurement in horizontal laboratory position with values that
were calculated by adding the according measured or finite element analysis computed deformation
matrices to vertically measured slope deviation values. Local slope deviation values show generally
a very good agreement indicated by similar color distributions in the graphics. Even though the
maps showing the differences in local slope deviation values reveal local differences higher than
1mrad and higher than 1.5mrad for calculation of horizontal data by means of measured and FEA-
computed deformation matrix respectively, the very good agreement of measured and calculated
slope deviation is reflected in similar root mean square values SDxmeas and SDxcalc. The fine
stripes in the difference graphics of the RP3 inner mirrors are an artifact of the deflectometric
measurement procedure. For very small local slope deviation values the finest stripe patterns used
for coding of the target surface become visible in the result graphic.
The difference in measured rms slope deviation values is due to the different resolutions of mea-
surement results and evaluated mirror area. In order to calculate horizontal results by adding the
FEA-computed deformation matrix, the resolution of the measurement results had to be reduced
to the resolution of the finite element model. Those lower resolved measurement results were then
compared to calculated results.
The tables C.3-C.6 in section C.2 of the appendix list calculated and measured rms values of slope
deviation, SDxmeas and SDxcalc, as well as the absolute difference of these two values, SDxmeas −
SDxcalc, for each examined mirror. In addition, the rms value of local differences in slope deviation
SDxmeas−calc are given.
The mean differences between measured and calculated root mean square values for all examined
mirrors
∣∣SDx hf/l,meas − SDx hf/l,calc∣∣ together with the mean rms values of local differences in slope
deviation SDxhf/l,meas−calc are summarized in table 4.8 for results obtained by adding the measured
or FEA-computed (table 4.9) deformation matrix. The mean differences between measured and
calculated root mean square values are all below 0.18 mrad. However, mean rms value of local
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difference in slope deviation SDxhf/l,meas−calc are as high as 0.34 mrad and 0.60 mrad for results
obtained by adding the according measured or FEA-computed deformation matrices respectively.
The values of SDxhf/l,meas−calc as a measure for local differences between measured and calculated
slope deviation are slightly higher for results that were calculated using FEA-computed deformation
matrices due to the assumptions made for the finite element analyses (compare 3.2.1 and 3.2.3).
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Table 4.6.: Measured and calculated slope deviation in horizontal fix measurement position for RP3
inner (top) and outer mirror panels (bottom). Calculated results are obtained by means
of measured (each first row) and FEA-computed deformation matrix (each second row).
Color bars in mrad.
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SDx hf,meas = 3.07 mrad SDx hf,calc = 2.97 mrad SDx hf,meas−calc = 0.19 mrad
SDx hf,meas = 2.92 mrad SDx hf,calc = 2.89 mrad SDx hf,meas−calc = 0.53 mrad
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SDx hf,meas = 1.60 mrad SDx hf,calc = 1.44 mrad SDx hf,meas−calc = 0.38 mrad
SDx hf,meas = 1.53 mrad SDx hf,calc = 1.34 mrad SDx hf,meas−calc = 0.48 mrad
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Table 4.7.: Measured and calculated slope deviation in horizontal loose measurement position for
RP3 inner (top) and outer mirror panels (bottom). Calculated results are obtained
by means of measured (each first row) and FEA-computed deformation matrix (each
second row). Color bars in mrad.
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SDx hl,meas = 2.81 mrad SDx hl,calc = 2.62 mrad SDx hl,meas−calc = 0.26 mrad
SDx hl,meas = 2.74 mrad SDx hl,calc = 2.44 mrad SDx hl,meas−calc = 0.48 mrad
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SDx hl,meas = 1.47 mrad SDx hl,calc = 1.46 mrad SDx hl,meas−calc = 0.42 mrad
SDx hl,meas = 1.40 mrad SDx hl,calc = 1.33 mrad SDx hl,meas−calc = 0.23 mrad
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Table 4.8.: Mean differences between measured and calculated rms slope deviation values and mean
rms value of local slope deviation differences of RP3 inner and outer mirror panels for
fix and loose mounting mode. Calculated results are obtained by means of measured
deformation matrix. All values in mrad.
|SDx hf,meas − SDx hf,calc| SDxhf,meas−calc
RP3 inner 0.14 0.26
RP3 outer 0.10 0.26
|SDx hl,meas − SDx hl,calc| SDxhl,meas−calc
RP3 inner 0.12 0.29
RP3 outer 0.09 0.34
Table 4.9.: Mean differences between measured and calculated rms slope deviation values and mean
rms value of local slope deviation differences of RP3 inner and outer mirror panels for fix
and loose mounting mode. Calculated results are obtained by means of FEA-computed
deformation matrix. All values in mrad.
|SDx hf,meas − SDx hf,calc| SDxhf,meas−calc
RP3 inner 0.13 0.60
RP3 outer 0.08 0.42
|SDx hl,meas − SDx hl,calc| SDxhl,meas−calc
RP3 inner 0.18 0.47
RP3 outer 0.12 0.50
Conversion of results: horizontal loose to horizontal fix
Table 4.10 gives the spatially resolved slope deviation values in transversal direction that were
obtained by deflectometric measurement in horizontal fix laboratory position with values that were
calculated by subtracting the according measured deformation matrix for loose mounting mode
and by subsequently adding the according measured deformation matrix for fix mounting mode
to horizontally loose measured slope deviation values. Due to the angular deviation of mounting
pads not only the comparison of local slope deviation values but also the comparison of measured
and calculated rms values of slope deviation reveal high differences. Since the angular deviation of
mounting pads varies from one mirror to another, the analyses were carried out only for exemplary
mirrors. Mean difference values were not calculated.
In a further exemplary analysis the measured angular deviation of mounting pads as determined in
section 4.2 were considered resulting in better agreement in terms of local and rms slope deviation
values (compare table 4.11). Nonetheless, local slope deviation differences are still larger than mean
combined local standard uncertainties of slope deviation which are smaller than 0.7 mrad.
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Table 4.10.: Measured and calculated slope deviation in horizontal fix measurement position for
an exemplary RP3 inner and outer mirror panel. Calculated results are obtained by
means of adding measured deformation matrices to measured results in horizontal loose
position. Color bars in mrad.
hf,meas hf,calc hf,meas-hf,calc
SDx hf,meas = 3.07 mrad SDx hf,calc = 2.18 mrad SDx hf,meas−calc = 1.64 mrad
SDx hf,meas = 1.60 mrad SDx hf,calc = 1.55 mrad SDx hf,meas−calc = 0.59 mrad
Table 4.11.: Measured and calculated slope deviation in horizontal fix measurement position for
an exemplary RP3 inner mirror panel. Calculated results are obtained by means of
adding measured deformation matrices to measured results in horizontal loose position
and considering angular deviation of mounting pads. Color bars in mrad.
hf,meas hf,calc hf,meas-hf,calc
SDx hf,meas = 3.07 mrad SDx hf,calc = 3.20 mrad SDx hf,meas−calc = 0.65 mrad
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4.2. Mirror shape accuracy in case of angular deviation of
mounting pads
4.2.1. Aim of the analysis
After having completed the manufacturing process, mirror panels for solar power plants are coated
with a reflective and several protection layers and have attached mounting pads at the panel rear
side. However, for mirror manufacturers it is more convenient to control mirror shape accuracy
before applying the mounting pads (compare figure 2.6). Consequently, the question of the influence
of possibly misaligned mounting pads and thus also the question of shape accuracy of the delivered
final product, the mirror panel with attached mounting pads, remains unanswered.
In the following analyses misalignment only refers to a deviation from the ideal mounting pad
alignment angle since the allowed tolerance of ± 1mm in mounting pad position is commonly well
met.
A systematic examination of the impact of the angular deviation of mounting pads on shape
accuracy includes the following:
 the evaluation of the influence of angular deviation of mounting pads on the distribution of
local slope deviation values,
 the determination of the functional correlation between angular deviation of mounting pads
and rms slope and focus deviation, and
 the identification of maximum acceptable values for the angular deviation of one single mount-
ing pad as well as for the angular deviation of all mounting pads together.
A more detailed analysis shall reveal if an angular deviation in mirror x- or y- direction is more
relevant and additionally if it has to be distinguished between inner and outer panels.
4.2.2. Analysis procedure
Influence of angular deviation of mounting pads on local slope deviation
In order to evaluate the effect of angular deviation of mounting pads on local slope deviation
values angular deviations of one, two and four mounting pads were examined in separate finite
element analyses. For every case a parametric finite element analysis for an ideally shaped RP3
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inner mirror panel was performed applying remote displacement boundary conditions at the rear
side of the misaligned mounting pads. For these first analyses, the remote displacement boundary
conditions defined a rotation only about the y-axis of the accordant local pad coordinate system
(compare ideal case with angular deviation of mounting pads, subsection 3.2.2.1) that equaled the
angular deviation only in x-direction. It was varied in 1mrad steps from 0mrad to 7mrad for
all mounting pads affected by angular deviations. The finite element analyses data was evaluated
in height (z-coordinate) and in slope and focus deviation in transversal (x) direction. Out of the
spatially resolved data the root mean square values of local slope (SDx) and focus deviation (FDx)
were calculated in x-direction.
Based on these results and symmetric considerations the combinations of angular deviation with
the highest impact on slope and focus deviations were identified. The finite element analyses and
above described evaluations were repeated for an ideally shaped RP3 outer mirror with angular
deviations only in x-direction whereas the mounting pads were tilted according to the determined
worst combination of angular deviation.
Moreover, the analyses were run for ideally shaped RP3 inner and outer mirrors with angular
deviations only in y-direction. Again, the mounting pads were tilted according to the determined
worst combination of misalignment.
For the purpose of evaluating the effect of misaligned mounting pads having angular deviations
in both, x- and y- direction further parametric analyses were carried out for RP3 inner and outer
mirrors varying the angular deviations in both, x- and y-direction in 1mrad steps from 0 to 10mrad.
Functional correlation between misalignment and rms values, maximum acceptable
misalignment values
Root mean square values of local slope and focus deviation in x-direction were plotted over the rms
of angular deviation of mounting pads. The diagrams served for determination of the functional
relationship between angular deviation of mounting pads and slope and focus deviation.
Maximum acceptable values for the misalignment of mounting pads are defined by the shape ac-
curacy parameters reached by state of the art mirror panels (compare table 2.2), i. e. rms slope
and focus deviation resulting from angular misaligned mounting pads should meet the following
requirements: SDx ≤ 2 mrad and FDx ≤ 7 mm.
As shown in the following results section neither of the above explained procedures could serve
for identification of a maximum acceptable value for the angular deviation of mounting pads in
y-direction. Therefore, additional finite element analyses were carried out for RP3 inner and outer
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mirrors imposing constant angular deviations in x-direction in the amount of the identified maxi-
mum values and increasing only the angular deviations in y-direction in 1mrad steps from 0mrad
to 10mrad.
In order to assure that the determined maximum values for rms angular deviation of mounting pads
are also valid for non-ideally shaped mirrors, spatially resolved measured slope deviation values of
three exemplary RP3 inner and outer mirrors were added to the slope deviation values calculated
by means of finite element analyses resulting from angular deviations of mounting pads. Since
angular deviations in x-direction have a significant larger impact on rms slope and focus deviation
only calculated slope deviation values due to angular deviations in x-direction varying in 1mrad
steps from 0mrad to 7mrad were added.
4.2.3. Results
Influence of angular deviation of mounting pads on local slope deviation
Figure 4.2 illustrates an example of slope deviation caused by misalignment of one mounting pad
for three exemplary angular deviation values in x-direction of a local pad coordinate system. As
the angular deviation increases, local slope deviation augments. The higher the angular deviation,
the larger is the mirror area that is affected by slope deviation.
SDx = 0.98 mrad SDx = 1.71 mrad SDx = 2.45 mrad
Figure 4.2.: Slope deviation in x-direction of an ideally shaped RP3 inner mirror due to 4, 7 and
10mrad angular deviation of one mounting pad. Color bars in mrad.
Figure 4.12 depicts exemplary local slope deviation maps of RP3 inner mirrors with one, two or
four mounting pads having angular deviations in x-direction with an absolute value of 7mrad but
different combinations of algebraic signs.
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As indicated in the graphics in the top row of figure 4.12, mirror panels having one mounting pad
with an angular deviation of the same absolute value result in same absolute values of local and rms
slope deviation values. The same applies to mirror panels with two or four misaligned mounting
pads.
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Table 4.12.: Slope deviation in x-direction of an ideally shaped RP3 inner mirror due to 7mrad
angular deviation in x-direction of one, two or four mounting pads. Angular deviations
cause mirror deflection in the same direction (left) or in opposite direction (right).
Color bars in mrad.
mirror deflection in same direction mirror deflection in opposite direction
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SDx = 2.69 mrad SDx = 2.11 mrad
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ds
SDx = 4.31 mrad SDx = 2.68 mrad
Angular deviations that cause mirror deflection in the same direction intensify local slope deviation
and hence increase rms values. In the middle row of figure 4.12, for example, two counterclockwise
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rotated mounting pads on the inner part of the mirror induce an upward deflection of the inner
mirror edge resulting in positive slope deviation values in the inner part of the mirror panel. The
left graphic in the bottom row of figure 4.12 depicts an example of two counterclockwise rotated
mounting pads on the inner part and two clockwise rotated mounting pads on the outer part
inducing an upward deflection of the mirror edges and a downward deflection of the middle mirror
area.
On the contrary, angular deviations of mounting pads that cause mirror deflection in opposite
directions attenuate each other and thus also result in lower rms values if compared to the cases
explained in the previous paragraph. For instance, in the right graph in the middle and bottom
row of figure 4.12 the upper inner mounting pad induces an upward deflection and thus positive
slope deviation values whereas the lower inner mounting pad induces a downward deflection of the
mirror edge so that in between the inner mounting pads a mirror area with zero slope deviation
occurs.
Consequently, it can be concluded that angular deviations of mounting pad that cause mirror
deflection in the same direction are identified as combination of misalignment with the highest
impact on slope and hence focus deviation.
Functional correlation between misalignment and rms values, maximum acceptable
misalignment values
Thus, for the determination of maximum acceptable angular deviations of mounting pads para-
metric finite element analyses were carried out for varying angular deviations of all mounting pads
simultaneously in 1mrad steps from 0mrad to 7mrad in a direction that caused a downward deflec-
tion of the mirror edges. According to the mathematical definition of the rms value, the rms value
of angular deviation of mounting pads is found by quadratically adding the angular deviations of
each mounting pad, dividing by the number of mounting pads and calculating the square root. For
example, if each mounting pad has got an angular deviation of 3mrad, the rms value of angular
deviation for all mounting pads equals
√
1
4
· (32 + 32 + 32 + 32) = 3 mrad.
Figure 4.3 and figure 4.4 illustrate rms slope and focus deviation values in x-direction for increasing
rms angular deviation of mounting pads in only x- and only y-direction and reveal linear correla-
tions. For the same rms angular deviation of mounting pads in x-direction the outer mirror shows
a slightly higher rms slope deviation value. Due to the smaller distance between mounting pads
in curved direction for outer mirrors a larger mirror area is affected by deformation and hence
slope deviation. Additionally, the larger distance of outer mirror elements to the focal line leads to
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higher increase of rms focus deviation values with growing angular deviation of mounting pads if
compared to inner mirrors.
If the mirror specifications of 2 mrad in SDx and 7 mm in FDx as published by mirror manufactur-
ers (compare table 2.2) serve as constraint for maximum acceptable angular deviation of mounting
pads, a rms value of 3mrad (compare figure 4.3) and of 2mrad (compare figure 4.4) angular devi-
ation in x-direction for RP3 inner and RP3 outer mirrors may not be exceeded respectively. As a
result, single mounting pads attached to RP3 inner mirrors are allowed to have a maximum angular
deviation of ±3 mrad in x-direction and those attached to RP3 outer mirrors of ±2 mrad.
Figure 4.3.: Slope deviation in x-direction of ideally shaped RP3 inner and outer mirror depending
on rms angular deviation of mounting pads in x- and y-direction.
If analyzed separately, angular deviations in y-direction do not affect rms slope and focus deviation
in x-direction to the extent that the specified values of 2 mrad in SDx and 7 mm in FDx are met.
Due to larger distance of outer mirror elements to the focal line focus deviation values for RP3
outer mirrors are larger than for RP3 inner mirrors for same rms angular deviations of mounting
pads in y-direction.
If mounting pads have angular deviations of the same value in x- and y-direction the resulting
slope and focus deviation values in x-direction are negligibly higher than for mirrors with mounting
pads of angular deviations only in x-direction. Therefore, the curve for angular deviations in x-
and y-direction is not depicted in figures 4.3 and 4.4. For very high values of angular deviations of
mounting pads in x-direction angular deviations of mounting pads in y-direction are negligible.
If constant angular deviations in x-direction are imposed on RP3 inner and RP3 outer mirrors and
the angular deviation of mounting pads in y-direction is varied in 1mrad steps for every mounting
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Figure 4.4.: Focus deviation in x-direction of ideally shaped RP3 inner and outer mirror depending
on rms angular deviation of mounting pads in x- and y-direction.
pad the rms slope and focus deviation values gradually increase (compare figure C.1). Taking
again the specified values of 2 mrad in SDx and 7 mm in FDx as constraints, maximum angular
deviation values in y-direction of ±2 mrad are acceptable for both mirror types if the maximum
acceptable angular deviations in x-direction of ±3 mrad and ±2 mrad are assumed for RP3 inner
and outer mirror respectively. If the maximum acceptable angular deviations in x-direction are
reduced by 1mrad for each mounting pad to ±2 mrad for RP3 inner mirrors and ±1 mrad for RP3
outer mirrors, larger maximum angular deviation values in y-direction are acceptable: ±9 mrad
and ±6 mrad for single mounting pads of RP3 inner and outer mirror respectively.
In order to assure that non-ideally shaped mirror panels do not significantly exceed the specified
requirements if they are additionally deformed by misaligned mounting pads, exemplary spatially
resolved slope deviation values measured in vertical loose setup were added to the calculated slope
deviation values resulting from angular deviations of mounting pads in x-direction. Angular de-
viations of mounting pads in y-direction are not considered since it was shown that they do not
contribute significantly to rms slope and focus deviation. As depicted in figure 4.5 slope deviation
values of non-ideally shaped mirrors are for all examined cases larger than slope deviation of ideally
shaped mirrors. The curve of rms slope deviation values of non-ideally shape mirrors lies above the
curve of ideally shaped mirrors. The maximum acceptable value for angular deviation of mounting
pads should therefore be reduced to ±1 mrad for the angular deviation of single mounting pads of
RP3 inner and outer mirrors mounted to an ideal support frame.
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Figure 4.5.: Slope and focus deviation in x-direction of an ideally and three non-ideally shaped RP3
inner (left) and outer mirrors (right) depending on rms angular deviation of mounting
pads in x-direction
For rms angular deviations smaller than 2mrad slope and focus deviation induced by angular devi-
ations of mounting pads partly compensate production-induced slope and focus deviation indicated
by the linear increase in SDx and FDx starting from rms angular deviations of 4mrad. If rms
angular deviations are larger than 2mrad, slope and focus deviation increase with growing rms an-
gular deviation of mounting pads (compare figure 4.5) and significantly exceed production-induced
slope and focus deviation.
4.3. Mirror shape accuracy on different support structures
4.3.1. Aim of the analysis
Until now, no standardized support structure has been defined for shape accuracy measurement
of solar concentrating mirror panels in laboratory or optical control in manufacturing processes.
Additionally, there are different concepts of collector support structures available.
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For the purpose of characterizing and quantifying the impact of type and stiffness of support struc-
ture on gravity-induced mirror deformation and resulting shape accuracy parameters finite element
analyses of ideally shaped mirrors mounted on different support structures were carried out. De-
formation and resulting slope and focus deviation of mirrors fixed to an ideal support structure
and exposed to gravity load shall determine the minimum possible values for shape accuracy pa-
rameters. The laboratory support frame and an ideal support structure with EuroTrough brackets
as linking elements to the mounting pads of the mirror panels serve as examples for non-ideally
rigid support frames. The laboratory support frame shall additionally be assessed regarding to its
suitability for laboratory shape accuracy measurements.
A comparison of slope deviation values calculated for mirrors mounted on the three different support
structures shall reveal the comparability of measurement results obtained on different support
structures.
Furthermore, a non-ideally rigid, parameterized support structure shall demonstrate an example of
the functional relation between bending stiffness of support structure and slope and focus deviation
values. Based on the results a geometry that meets specifications concerning acceptable mirror
deformation and resulting slope and focus deviation could be chosen.
4.3.2. Analysis procedure
An ideally shaped RP3 inner and RP3 outer mirror mounted each on four different types of support
structures were modeled in ANSYS. The utilized support structures are: an ideally rigid support
structure (ideal case), a laboratory support frame (fix laboratory case), an ideally rigid support
structure with EuroTrough brackets as linking elements to the mounting pads of the mirror panels
(elastic case) and a non-ideally rigid, parameterized support structure represented by beams with
widths decreasing from 40mm to 2mm (parametric case). They are described in detail in subsection
3.2.2.5. The static structural analyses were carried out for horizontal laboratory angle with the
mirror facing upward and horizontally aligned mounting pads. The models are loaded with gravity
hence deflection is only caused by dead load.
The finite element analyses yielded displacement data that was further processed to calculate local
and rms slope and focus deviation values in transversal (x) direction. In a subsequent analysis the
differences in local and rms slope and focus deviation values in transversal (x) direction between
each two of these support structures were evaluated.
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4.3.3. Results
4.3.3.1. Ideal case, fix laboratory case, elastic case
Table 4.13 and 4.14 display RP3 inner and outer mirror deformation under gravity load and resulting
spatially resolved displacement and slope deviation values. As clearly indicated in the deformation
side view graphics the type of support structure determines the typical deformation characteristic.
Compared to the non-deformed model which is sketched as black line in the figures the RP3 inner
mirror shows a symmetrical M-shaped deformation in curved direction when mounted onto an
ideally rigid (ideal case) or a laboratory support frame (fix laboratory case). The RP3 outer mirrors
show additionally a similar M-shaped deformation which is non-symmetric when mounted onto
a rigid support structure with brackets employed in EuroTrough collectors (elastic case). The
mounting pads at the inner mirror part are attached via elastic Z-shaped brackets allowing the
inner mirror part to bend toward the center leading to smaller displacement values at the inner
edge. The deformation of a RP3 inner mirror in the elastic case resembles a V-shape with the
mirror outer edge even turning upwards. Due to the smaller dimension of the RP3 outer mirror
panels in curved direction, the forces acting on the elastic Z-shaped brackets are not that high
that an upward deflection of the mirror inner edge is caused.
In general it can be stated that the less rigid the support structure, the more deflects the mirror
in its middle part. The maximum displacement ∆zmax of an RP3 inner mirror in its center part
differs between 0.36mm (ideal case) and 0.9mm (elastic case). For a RP3 outer mirror the maxima
are between 0.35mm (ideal case) and 0.5mm (elastic case).
The different deformation characteristics directly translate into spatial distribution of slope devi-
ation values. In the same way as for displacement values the less rigid the support structure the
higher are maximum slope deviation values. When mounted onto the explained support structures,
the rms of slope deviation values differ between 0.99mrad and 1.48mrad for a RP3 inner mirror
and 0.9mrad and 0.99mrad for a RP3 outer mirror. Concerning rms focus deviation values the
variation is between 3.7mm and 5.46mm and between 4.53mm and 4.95mm for inner and outer
mirror respectively. As explained in previous sections, the larger distance of the outer mirror to
the focal line leads to higher focus deviation values.
For all cases deformation is stronger pronounced for inner than for outer mirrors resulting in higher
displacement and thus slope and focus deviation values.
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Table 4.13.: Gravity-induced deformation of a RP3 inner ideally shaped mirror panel on different
support structures (top) and resulting displacements in z-direction in mm (middle)
and slope deviation in x-direction in mrad (bottom). Scaling factor of deformation
graphics: 1000
ideal case fix laboratory case elastic case
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∆zmax = −0.5 mm ∆zmax = −0.7 mm ∆zmax = −0.9 mm
∆zmid = −0.36 mm
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SDx = 0.99 mrad SDx = 1.16 mrad SDx = 1.48 mrad
FDx = 3.70 mm FDx = 4.28 mm FDx = 5.46 mm
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Table 4.14.: Gravity-induced deformation of a RP3 outer ideally shaped mirror panel on different
support structures (top) and resulting displacements in z-direction in mm (middle)
and slope deviation in x-direction in mrad (bottom). Scaling factor of deformation
graphics: 1000
ideal case fix laboratory case elastic case
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∆zmax = −0.47 mm ∆zmax = −0.45 mm ∆zmax = −0.5 mm
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SDx = 0.90 mrad SDx = 0.95 mrad SDx = 0.99 mrad
FDx = 4.53 mm FDx = 4.74 mm FDx = 4.95 mm
Table 4.15 and 4.16 depict the differences in local slope deviation between each two of the examined
support structures. As stated above, the rms slope deviation values of a RP3 inner and outer mirror
increase by 0.5mrad (compare table 4.13) and 0.1mrad (compare table 4.14) respectively if elastic
and ideal case are compared. In terms of root mean square of local slope deviation differences
(SDxlab−ideal, etc.), the results differ up to 1.29mrad and 0.45mrad from one another for RP3
inner and outer mirrors respectively.
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If local slope deviation values of the fix laboratory case and the elastic case are compared (figures in
the right column of the tables) the highest differences occur in the mirror areas where the elastically
deformable Z-shaped brackets are situated, i. e. in the outer area of the inner mirror and in the
inner area of the outer mirror.
Table 4.15.: Difference between gravity-induced slope deviation of a RP3 inner ideally shaped mir-
ror panel mounted onto different support structures in x-direction in mrad.
ideal - fix laboratory case ideal - elastic case fix laboratory - elastic case
SDxlab−ideal = 0.71 mrad SDxelastic−ideal = 1.29 mrad SDxelastic−lab = 0.67 mrad
Table 4.16.: Difference between gravity-induced slope deviation of a RP3 outer ideally shaped mir-
ror panel mounted onto different support structures in x-direction in mrad.
ideal - fix laboratory case ideal - elastic case fix laboratory - elastic case
SDxlab−ideal = 0.26 mrad SDxelastic−ideal = 0.45 mrad SDxelastic−lab = 0.21 mrad
4.3.3.2. Parametric case
Table 4.17 and table 4.18 show gravity-induced deformation, resulting spatially resolved displace-
ment and slope deviation values for RP3 inner and outer mirrors mounted onto beams with constant
length of 100 mm, constant width of 10 mm in mirror y-direction and different width of 40, 10, and
2 mm in mirror x-direction. This model case shall serve for exemplary demonstration of mirror
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deformation for mirror panels fixed to a support frame with varying geometry and hence changing
bending stiffness.
As indicated in the deformation side view graphics, deformation increases with decreasing width and
thus decreasing bending stiffness of the beams. The smaller the beam width in mirror x-direction,
the higher are displacement and rotation of the mounting points. With decreasing beam width the
M-shaped deformation characteristic changes to a V-shaped deformation characteristic.
The deformation and resulting slope and focus deviation of mirrors mounted to a parametric support
structure with beam width of 40 mm approximates the values reached for mirrors in the ideal case
(compare table 4.13 and 4.16). The cross-sectional areas of the L- and Z-shaped brackets in the
elastic case and the length in the fix laboratory case, i. e. the distance between mounting point and
rear side of laboratory support frame, differ significantly from the chosen beam geometry in the
parametric case. Laboratory and elastic case thus cannot be simplified by the chosen parametric
case. Mirror deformation is a result of the allowed displacement and rotation of the mounting
points. The combination of displacement and rotation value is specific for every chosen geometry.
Again, deformation is stronger pronounced for inner than for outer mirrors resulting in higher
displacement and thus slope and focus deviation values.
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Table 4.17.: Gravity-induced deformation of a RP3 inner ideally shaped mirror panel on a support
structures with increasing beam width (parametric case) and resulting displacements
in z-direction (in mm) and slope deviation in x-direction (in mrad). Scaling factor of
deformation graphics: 500
beam width 40mm beam width 10mm beam width 2mm
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SDx = 0.98 mrad SDx = 1.63 mrad SDx = 2.84 mrad
FDx = 3.64 mm FDx = 5.95 mm FDx = 10.45 mm
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Table 4.18.: Gravity-induced deformation of a RP3 outer ideally shaped mirror panel on a support
structures with increasing beam width (parametric case) and resulting displacements
in z-direction (in mm) and slope deviation in x-direction (in mrad). Scaling factor of
deformation graphics: 500
beam width 40mm beam width 10mm beam width 2mm
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SDx = 0.90 mrad SDx = 1.02 mrad SDx = 1.41 mrad
FDx = 4.52 mm FDx = 5.05 mm FDx = 7.0 mm
Figure 4.6 demonstrates the increasing rms slope and focus deviation values for decreasing widths
of beams in case of a non-ideally rigid, parameterized support structure.
For the chosen geometry of beams a significant increase in slope and focus deviation can be noticed
for beam widths lower than 15mm for a RP3 inner and outer mirror respectively. Ideally shaped
RP3 inner mirrors reach rms slope deviation values higher than 2mrad when mounted onto the
described parameterized support structure and loaded with gravity for beam widths smaller than
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10mm. Ideally shaped RP3 outer mirrors reach rms focus deviation values higher than 7 mm for
beam widths smaller than 2mm and the above stated boundary conditions.
Figure 4.6.: Rms slope (left) and focus deviation (right) of an ideally shaped RP3 inner and outer
mirror panel fixed to beams with increasing widths
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Parabolic trough reflector panels for concentrating solar power plants shall approximate a parabolic
shape in all operating angles in order to assure high optical collector and thus plant efficiencies.
Since reflector shape is influenced by dead load, type and stiffness of support structure, torsion,
and wind load it is the goal to elaborate models and techniques to simulate and measure reflector
shape in different working angles and load cases. Several optical measurement techniques have
been developed in the past suitable for measuring mirror shape in one angle at a time. They are
described in detail in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.
As measuring reflector shape in various angles is time-consuming and only characterizes optical
quality for one loading case, modeling mirror shape in further angles is a useful alternative. Chris-
tian et al. [Chri 10] developed a finite element model for a LS-2 parabolic trough and determined
the slope deviations resulting from gravity-induced bending of mirrors and support structure in 0°
angle and in 90° angle. The calculated slope deviations from comparison of deformed and non-
deformed shape reached standard deviation values as high as 0.6mrad and 0.8mrad for a change
from zenith to 90° collector angle.
For previous studies (see [Meis 13]) two finite element model cases for mirrors of RP3 type geometry
were prepared: one model with mirrors mounted to an ideally rigid support structure (ideal case)
and a further model with mirrors attached via elastically deformable brackets to an ideally rigid
support structure (elastic case). Both model cases were evaluated in laboratory angle (mirrors
facing upward with mounting points horizontally aligned), and in 0°, 45° and 90° collector angle
with regard to displacement and slope deviation values.
This chapter focuses on the finite element modeling and analyses of mirror deformation under
gravity load over the whole range of collector operating angles for reflector panels of RP3 geometry.
The impact of gravity load on mirror shape, slope and focus deviation for the two different model
cases, ideally rigid support structure and elastic brackets, is assessed by comparing mirror shape
in each evaluated angle to the original ideal shape and to the shape in zenith collector angle
respectively.
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For the purpose of evaluating the transferability of results and of identifying the influence of the
collector support structure which is not considered in the models a comparison of mirror shape
accuracy measured in laboratory and measured for mirrors mounted onto a EuroTrough collector
is presented additionally.
5.1. Mirror shape accuracy in different collector angles
5.1.1. Aim of the analysis
Deviations from the ideal shape of reflector panels for parabolic trough solar power plants can
have relevant impact on field efficiency and thus on the performance of the whole power plant.
Analyzing the gravity-induced deformation of mirror shape for different mirror angles is relevant for
performance calculation of solar parabolic trough collectors and identifying optimization potential
of the mirror panels.
The aim of the following analysis is to characterize and quantify mirror shape, slope and focus
deviation in different collector angles. The analysis is done for single mirrors as well as for one
mirror column for two different model cases (ideally rigid and elastic supports). In order to evaluate
the effect of gravity load on mirror shape and resulting slope and focus deviation, the deformed
mirror in each evaluated angle is compared to the non-deformed mirror shape, and to the shapes in
0° (zenith) collector angle, respectively. Based on the results the optimization potential for mirror
shape shall be identified and quantified.
5.1.2. Analysis procedure
The analysis of mirror deformation under gravity load was performed in two steps. At first, a
finite element analysis of the mirror panels was carried out yielding vectors of displacement for
all finite elements. Afterwards, surface normal vectors for each evaluated and deformed element
were calculated and compared to ideal values. The obtained local slope deviation values served for
calculation of local focus deviation values in curved (x) mirror direction according to equation 2.14.
Rms values were calculated using equations 2.13 and 2.15.
Two different model cases for mirrors of RP3 type geometry were utilised for the analysis. Because
of the symmetric geometry only one half of a mirror column was modeled in ANSYS Workbench. In
the first case the support structure is assumed to be ideally rigid (ideal case). In the second model
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the brackets deployed in EuroTrough collectors are included in the model and represent the linking
element to the collector structure (elastic case). The models are described in detail in section 3.2.
The static structural analysis was run in seven angles, in 15° steps from 0° (zenith) to 90° collector
angle. Instead of changing the orientation of the model the gravity vector's direction was adjusted
accordingly. Local and rms slope and focus deviation values were calculated for each evaluated
angle in a separate postprocessing step. Additionally, the study was carried out for the difference
between each evaluated angle and zenith collector position.
For combining the values of inner and outer mirror panels in order to obtain values for a whole
mirror column the weighting of the mirror aperture area for RP3 panels of 28% and 22% respectively
was taken into account. The rms slope deviation value for a whole mirror column consisting of
two outer mirror panels, D and A, and two inner mirror panels, C and B, was for example
calculated by:
SDxcolumn = 0.22 · SDxD + 0.28 · SDxC + 0.28 · SDxB + 0.22 · SDxA (5.1)
In the following analyses, mirror panels D and C are mounted to the left branch of the concen-
trator parabola, i. e. to the side of negative x-values.
The results obtained in the following analysis also apply for the other half of the day, when the
collector is positioned in -90° to 0° collector angle. It only has to be taken into consideration that
the results applying to outer mirror panel D then apply to panel A and vice versa. Concerning
the inner panels, the statements made for inner mirror panel C then apply to panel B and vice
versa.
5.1.3. Shape, slope and focus deviation compared to ideal mirror shape
Figure 5.1 depicts the deviation from ideal shape under gravity load of half a mirror column attached
to an ideally rigid support structure (ideal case) and attached to a rigid support structure via elastic
brackets (elastic case) in zenith (0°) collector angle. Similar to mirror deformation in laboratory
position (see section 4.3) both mirrors mounted to an ideal support structure show an M-shaped
deformation in curved direction with maximum displacement values in the middle of their non-
curved inner edges if compared to the non-deformed model. Whilst the outer mirror mounted onto
an ideally rigid support structure with elastic brackets has got a similar M-shaped deformation
characteristic, the inner mirror deformation resembles a V-shape with the outer edge even turning
upwards. This difference occurs to the side where the more elastic brackets are attached which in
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the EuroTrough design is towards the outer mirror edge for the inner mirror. In case of the outer
mirrors the elastic brackets are attached towards the inner mirror edge.
Maximum displacement values of both mirrors appear in the center of the curved edges and, re-
garding the inner mirror, are significantly larger than for the ideal case.
Figure 5.1.: Deformation of ideal case (left) and elastic case (right) in zenith (0°) collector angle.
Black line corresponds to non-deformed model. Color scale in mm. Scaling factor for
displacements: 1000
Due to gravity sag the outer areas and the areas between the mounting pads bend downwards for
the ideal case when turned to 90° collector angle (figure 5.2 ). Consequently, the mirror panels
on the upper half of the mirror column tilt towards the center of the trough whereas the mirrors
on the lower half move in opposite direction away from the trough's center. The outer mirrors of
the elastic case deform similarly in 90° collector angle. A difference can be noticed in the opposite
bending direction of the inner edge. The inner mirror panels bulge in the contrary direction to the
ideal case. Maximum displacement values of both mirrors in model the elastic case are again larger
than in the ideal case.
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Figure 5.2.: Deformation of ideal case (left) and elastic case (right) in 90° collector angle. Black
line corresponds to non-deformed model. Color scale in mm. Scaling factor for dis-
placements: 1000
The maps in figure 5.3 and 5.4 translate previously described deformation behavior and deformation
of all further evaluated collector angles into slope deviation. Red colored areas denote an outward
rotation of the surface normal vectors about the y-axis, resulting in a reflection of incoming rays
above the ideal focal line. Areas with inward rotation of surface normal vectors are colored in blue.
By definition, the outward direction points to the outer edges of the parabolic trough, the inward
direction towards the center of the trough.
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β D C B A SDxall
0° 0.88
15° 0.85
30° 0.79
45° 0.68
60° 0.56
75° 0.45
90° 0.4
Figure 5.3.: Slope deviation of ideally shaped RP3 mirror column fixed to an ideally rigid support
structure (ideal case) in different collector angles β if compared to ideal mirror shape.
Color scale and values in mrad.
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β D C B A SDxall
0° 1.31
15° 1.28
30° 1.20
45° 1.07
60° 0.93
75° 0.81
90° 0.77
Figure 5.4.: Slope deviation of ideally shaped RP3 mirror column fixed to a support structure
with elastic brackets as linking elements (elastic case) in different collector angles β if
compared to ideal mirror shape. Color scale and values in mrad.
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In general, highest local and thus rms slope deviation can be noticed for the ideal case in those
collector angles where mirror mounting pads are approximately horizontally aligned, i. e. in 15°
collector angle for the inner mirror B and in 30° collector angle for the outer mirror A. The
maximum rms values are 0.99mrad for mirror panel B and 0.90mrad for panel A. On the
contrary, lowest slope deviation values occur in those collector angles where mirror mounting pads
are approximately vertically aligned, i. e. in 75° collector angle for the inner mirror C and in 60°
collector angle for the outer mirror D.
For the elastic case the maxima and minima are shifted to the collector angles where the deformable
Z brackets allow for maximum or minimum deformation respectively. In general, deformation and
hence slope deviation is more pronounced for the elastic case where mirrors are mounted onto the
support structure with elastic brackets as linking elements. Rms slope deviation values are for
all mirrors in all collector angles larger than in the ideal case. Maximum rms slope deviation
is 1.65mrad for inner mirror panel C in 15° collector angle and 1.0mrad for panel A in 45°
collector angle. If the whole mirror column is considered maximum rms slope deviation is as high
as 0.88mrad and 1.31mrad in zenith collector angle for the ideal and elastic case respectively. The
according lowest values occur in 90° collector angle and are 0.4mrad and 0.77mrad for the ideal
and elastic case respectively.
Gravity-induced rms slope deviation values of all collector angles are listed in table D.1 and D.2 in
the appendix D and graphically displayed in figure 5.5. A representative selection of data is given
in table 5.1.
Figure 5.5.: Rms slope deviation for a RP3 mirror panel column fixed to an ideally rigid support
structure (left: ideal case) and fixed to a support structure with elastic brackets as
linking elements (right: elastic case) if compared to ideal mirror shape
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Table 5.1.: Selected rms slope deviation values of the ideal and elastic case in different collector
angles compared to ideal shape. Values in mrad.
ideal case elastic case
collector angle B A whole column C A whole column
0° 0.96 0.76 0.88 1.61 0.78 1.31
60° 0.69 0.81 0.56 1.25 0.98 0.93
90° 0.29 0.51 0.40 0.74 0.79 0.77
average (0°, 60°) 0.72 1.12
As illustrated in figure 5.6 rms focus deviation values are proportional to rms slope deviation values.
In the ideal case the values range from 1.95mm (90° collector angle) to 3.65mm (zenith collector
angle) for the whole mirror column, and in the elastic case from 3.42mm (90°) to 5.12mm (zenith)
for the whole mirror column. Single mirrors reach higher rms focus deviation values in certain
collector angles: The outer mirror A in the ideal case has got a rms focus deviation compared to
ideal shape of 4.52mm in 30° collector angle. The inner mirror C in the elastic case has got a
rms focus deviation of 6.16mm in 15° collector angle.
Gravity-induced rms focus deviation values of all collector angles are listed in table D.3 and D.4 in
the appendix D. A representative selection of data is given in table 5.2.
Figure 5.6.: Rms focus deviation for a RP3 mirror panel column fixed to an ideally rigid support
structure (left: ideal case) and fixed to a support structure with elastic brackets as
linking elements (right: elastic case) if compared to ideal mirror shape
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Table 5.2.: Selected rms focus deviation values of the ideal and elastic case in different collector
angles compared to ideal shape. Values in mm.
ideal case elastic case
collector angle B A whole column C A whole column
0° 3.58 3.73 3.65 5.94 3.83 5.12
60° 2.66 4.11 2.49 4.81 4.91 3.91
90° 1.17 2.62 1.95 3.01 3.88 3.42
average (0°, 60°) 3.07 4.52
If only the relevant operating angles (i. e. 0° to 60° collector angle) are considered, rms slope
deviation values for the whole mirror column vary between 0.88mrad and 0.56mrad for the ideal
case and between 1.31mrad and 0.93mrad for the elastic case if gravity-induced slope deviation is
compared to ideal shape. In terms of rms focus deviation the variation is between 3.65mm and
2.49mm for the ideal case and between 5.12mm and 3.91mm for the elastic case.
5.1.4. Shape, slope and focus deviation compared to zenith collector
angle
The maps in figure 5.7 and 5.8 depict gravity-induced local slope deviation values of the ideal and
elastic case in different collector angles compared to the according gravity-induced slope deviation
in zenith collector angle.
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β D C B A SDxall
0° 0.00
15° 0.14
30° 0.24
45° 0.39
60° 0.56
75° 0.75
90° 0.96
Figure 5.7.: Slope deviation of ideally shaped RP3 mirror column fixed to an ideally rigid support
structure (ideal case) in different collector angles β if compared to zenith (0°) collector
angle. Color scale and values in mrad.
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β D C B A SDxall
0° 0.00
15° 0.27
30° 0.45
45° 0.68
60° 0.94
75° 1.23
90° 1.52
Figure 5.8.: Slope deviation of ideally shaped RP3 mirror column fixed to a support structure
with elastic brackets as linking elements (elastic case) in different collector angles β if
compared to zenith (0°) collector angle. Color scale and values in mrad.
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As the collector angle increases, local and hence rms slope deviation values (compare figure 5.9)
grow compared to zenith (0°) collector angle. The effect is more pronounced for mirrors of the
elastic case than for mirrors of the ideal case. For all evaluated collector angles of the ideal case
the local and rms slope deviation values are highest for the mirrors of the left parabola branch,
i. e. for outer mirror panel D and for inner mirror panel C. In case of mirrors mounted to
an ideally rigid support structure with elastic brackets (elastic case), outer mirror panel D and
inner mirror panel B show largest slope deviation values. That difference to the ideal case is due
to different deformation and hence slope deviation characteristics. For instance, in 90° collector
angle (compare figure 5.2) the elastic Z brackets in the elastic case allow the inner mirror B to
bulge towards the trough center resulting in higher displacement and hence slope deviation values
if compared to zenith collector position (compare figure 5.1). The maximum rms slope deviation
values for the whole mirror column are 0.96mrad for the ideal case and 1.52mrad for the elastic
case if 90° collector angle is compared to zenith collector angle. A representative selection of rms
slope deviation data is given in table 5.3. All rms slope deviation values are listed in table D.5 and
D.6 in the appendix D.
Figure 5.9.: Rms slope deviation for a RP3 mirror panel column fixed to an ideally rigid support
structure (left: ideal case) and fixed to a real support structure (right: elastic case) if
compared to zenith (0°) collector angle
Table 5.3.: Selected rms slope deviation values of the ideal and elastic case in different collector
angles compared to shape in 0° (zenith) collector angle. Values in mrad.
ideal case elastic case
collector angle D C whole column D B whole column
0° 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
60° 0.80 0.69 0.56 0.98 1.26 0.94
90° 1.24 1.19 0.96 1.42 2.08 1.52
average (0°, 60°) 0.28 0.47
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As shown in figure 5.10 rms focus deviation values are proportional to rms slope deviation values so
that the above stated results apply accordingly. The maximum rms focus deviation values for the
whole mirror column are 4.1mm for the ideal case and 6.2mm for the elastic case if 90° collector
angle is compared to zenith collector angle. Table D.7 and D.8 give an overview on calculated rms
focus deviation values for all collector angles. A representative selection of rms focus deviation
data is given in table 5.4.
Figure 5.10.: Rms focus deviation for a RP3 mirror panel column fixed to an ideally rigid support
structure (left: ideal case) and fixed to a real support structure (right: elastic case) if
compared to zenith (0°) collector angle
Table 5.4.: Selected rms focus deviation values of the ideal and elastic case in different collector
angles compared to shape in 0° (zenith) collector angle. Values in mm.
ideal case elastic case
collector angle D C whole column D B whole column
0° 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
60° 4.1 2.6 2.5 4.9 4.9 4.0
90° 6.3 4.5 4.1 7.1 7.9 6.2
average (0°, 60°) 1.3 2.0
If only the relevant operating angles (i. e. 0° to 60° collector angle) are considered, rms slope
deviation values for the whole mirror column vary between 0mrad and 0.56mrad for the ideal
case and between 0mrad and 0.94mrad for the elastic case if gravity-induced slope deviation is
compared to ideal shape. In terms of rms focus deviation the variation is between 0mm and 2.5mm
for the ideal case and between 0mm and 4.0mm for the elastic case.
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5.2. Comparison of measured mirror shape in laboratory
and in collector
5.2.1. Aim of the analysis
Previous measurements revealed significant differences in shape accuracy parameters for mirrors
that were first measured in laboratory and then assessed mounted onto a collector support structure.
For the purpose of evaluating the transferability of shape accuracy data a conversion of results
measured in laboratory into results applying for mirrors mounted onto a EuroTrough type collector
shall be conducted employing gravity-induced deformation and according slope deviation values
that were determined in section 5.1. Based on the comparison of calculated and measured data the
factors causing the differences in the results shall be identified and approaches of how to overcome
those differences shall be pointed out.
5.2.2. Test and analysis procedure
Prahl et al. [Prah 11] evaluated shape accuracy of RP3 inner and outer mirror panels mounted
onto a EuroTrough type collector by means of TARMES in zenith (0°) collector position. TARMES
(Trough Absorber Reflection Measurement System) is a measurement technique for the qualification
of parabolic troughs based on the distant observer method [Ulme 09]. Mirror panels of two columns
were detached and send to the DLR QUARZ Center®. Deflectometric shape measurements in
vertical fix measurement setup were performed for those mirror panels as described in section 3.1.2.
The measurement data was evaluated in slope deviation in transversal (x) and longitudinal (y)
directions. Out of the spatially resolved data the root mean square values of local slope deviations
(SDx, SDy) were calculated in x- and y-direction. Since TARMES only determines slope deviation
in x-direction, those values served for the comparison of results.
In order to convert spatially resolved laboratory measurement results sdxvf,meas into results applying
to mirrors mounted onto the collector support structure sdx0°,coll,calc, spatially resolved slope devi-
ation values sdx0°,elastic obtained by means of finite element analysis and postprocessing in section
5.1.3 (compare table 5.4) were added to laboratory results:
sdx0°,coll,calc = sdxvf,meas + sdx0°,elastic (5.2)
As will be presented, the comparison of local and rms slope deviation values show only a poor agree-
ment. A check of the angular alignment of the collector mounting points, i. e. the surfaces of the
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L- and Z-brackets onto which the mirrors are attached via their mounting pads, revealed signifi-
cant misalignments of up to 10mrad (estimated measurement standard uncertainty: 1mrad). The
angular misalignment values were implemented into the finite element model of mirrors mounted
onto an ideal support structure via L- and Z-brackets by tilting the entire brackets according
to the measured angles before loading the structure with gravity. The finite element analysis and
postprocessing was repeated in zenith collector angle and newly calculated spatially resolved slope
deviation values (sdx0°,elastic,mod) were added again to laboratory measurement results:
sdx0°,coll,calc,mod = sdxvf,meas + sdx0°,elastic,mod (5.3)
Finally, the slope deviation results that were calculated using the modified model were compared
with the measurement results obtained in zenith collector position. Due to the remaining high
differences between measured and calculated results local slope deviation data was only qualitatively
compared.
5.2.3. Results
The shape accuracy results as measured by Prahl et al. [Prah 11] are depicted in figure 5.11.
Figure 5.11.: Slope deviation of RP3 mirror panels mounted onto a EuroTrough type collector sup-
port structure as measured by Prahl et al. in zenith (0°) collector position [Prah 11].
All values in mrad.
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The conversion and comparison of shape accuracy data was conducted for mirrors of column four
and six (counted from the front end plate, i. e. y = 0) on the left branch of the parabola (negative
x). The results of the analysis are given in table 5.5 and 5.6.
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Table 5.5.: Slope deviation of RP3 mirror panels of mirror column 4 measured mounted onto a EuroTrough type collector (measured
in collector), measured in vertical fix laboratory position (measured in laboratory) and calculated slope deviation values.
Calculated results take into account deformation of mirrors mounted onto a EuroTrough type collector support structure in
zenith (0°) position (calculated) and additionally an angular misalignment of collector mounting points (calculated, modified).
All values in mrad.
measured in collector measured in laboratory calculated calculated, modified
SDxcoll,meas = 2.5 mrad SDxvf,meas = 1.33 mrad SDxcoll,calc = 1.53 mrad SDxcoll,calc,mod = 1.51 mrad
SDxcoll,meas = 1.9 mrad SDxvf,meas = 3.25 mrad SDxcoll,calc = 3.23 mrad SDxcoll,calc,mod = 3.27 mrad
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Table 5.6.: Slope deviation of RP3 mirror panels of mirror column 6 measured mounted onto a EuroTrough type collector (measured
in collector), measured in vertical fix laboratory position (measured in laboratory) and calculated slope deviation values.
Calculated results take into account deformation of mirrors mounted onto a EuroTrough type collector support structure in
zenith (0°) position (calculated) and additionally an angular misalignment of collector mounting points (calculated, modified).
All values in mrad.
measured in collector measured in laboratory calculated calculated, modified
SDxcoll,meas = 3.7 mrad SDx vf,meas = 1.18 mrad SDxcoll,calc = 1.31 mrad SDxcoll,calc,mod = 1.40 mrad
SDxcoll,meas = 2.2 mrad SDx vf,meas = 3.15 mrad SDxcoll,calc = 3.16 mrad SDxcoll,calc,mod = 3.15 mrad
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If measurement results of mirrors mounted onto the collector (compare figure 5.11) and fixed to
the laboratory support structure in vertical position (compare column one in table 5.5 and 5.6) are
compared, significant differences in the distribution characteristic of local slope deviation values
can be noticed. The inner areas of the outer mirror panels show strong slope deviation towards
positive values in the collector which cannot be observed for the laboratory measurement results.
On the contrary, inner mirrors that were assessed in laboratory show high negative slope deviation
values towards the parabola vertex which is less pronounced when the mirror panels are mounted
onto the collector. As a result, rms slope deviation values differ up to 1.4mrad, for the inner mirror
of column four, and 2.5mrad, for the outer mirror of column six.
If the gravity-induced deformation and resulting slope deviation in zenith (0°) collector position
is considered (compare column two in table 5.5 and 5.6), significant differences in the distribution
characteristic of local slope deviation values can still be noticed. However, it slightly shifts to the
characteristic observed in the collector. The areas of negative slope deviation towards the inner
edge of the inner mirrors shrink. A gravity sag in the middle mirror areas can be noticed. In the
slope deviation maps this is expressed as positive slope deviation values in areas towards the inner
mounting pads and as negative slope deviation values in areas towards the outer mounting pads.
The areas of high positive slope deviation values that show the outer mirrors mounted onto the
collector is not indicated in the calculated results. Rms slope deviation differs up to 1.3mrad for
inner mirrors (column four) and up to 2.4mrad for outer mirrors (column six) between measured
and calculated values.
For a comparison of measured and calculated slope deviation values that consider the misalignment
of L- and Z-brackets (compare column three in table 5.5 and 5.6) the above statements apply.
Only slight but no significant change in local and rms slope deviation values can be observed.
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Shape accuracy of reflector panels for parabolic trough solar power plants has a relevant impact on
solar field efficiency and thus on the performance of the whole power plant. In order to ensure an
accurate assessment of reflector panel quality in laboratory, to allow a comparison of results, and
subsequently to be able to reliably predict mirror performance in operation a standard evaluation
method needs to be defined. The aim of this thesis was to identify and quantify the relevant factors
influencing mirror shape accuracy in laboratory and collector setups employing an optical mea-
surement method and finite element modeling. Furthermore, comparisons and conversion of shape
accuracy results obtained in different laboratory setups as well as a comparison and conversion of
results measured in laboratory and collector were carried out. Based on the analyses results rec-
ommendations concerning boundary conditions and requirements for an accurate and reproducible
measurement setup can be given.
The analyses of mirror deformation and resulting shape accuracy parameters under laboratory
conditions by means of deflectometric measurements and finite element modeling demonstrate a
significant influence of the following boundary conditions (chapter 4):
 measurement position and mounting mode of the mirror panel on the support frame
 angular accuracy of mounting pads
 type and stiffness of support structure employed for the measurements
For mirrors mounted onto a collector support structure (chapter 5), shape accuracy is influenced
by gravity-induced deformation in different collector angles and even more important by type and
stiffness of support structure.
Measured and calculated deformation data serve for conversion of shape accuracy results obtained
in laboratory (subsection 4.1.3) and allow comparison of shape accuracy measured in different
laboratory measurement setups. Concerning the transferability of shape accuracy parameters for
mirrors that were measured in laboratory and then assessed mounted onto a collector support
structure (section 5.2) the results imply that the deformation of the support structure has to be
considered in the calculation for good agreement of the results.
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Based on the analyses results, recommendations concerning boundary conditions and requirements
for a reproducible measurement setup and procedure can be derived. Suggestions concerning opti-
mization of concentrator shape accuracy can be given.
The results of the analyses in chapter 4 and 5 are discussed in detail in this chapter.
6.1. Factors influencing shape accuracy in laboratory
6.1.1. Measurement position and mounting mode
As shown by deflectometric measurements in different laboratory setups (chapter 4) the change
of measurement position and mounting mode can lead to a significant change in shape accu-
racy parameter results that is higher than the stated uncertainty of the measurement system of
u(SDx) = u(SDy) = 0.2 mrad (compare 3.1.3). RP3 inner mirrors measured for this study show an
average increase of up to 0.8mrad in SDx and up to 3.3mm in FDx from vertical loose to horizontal
loose position (compare table 4.3). The increase in root mean square values is less pronounced for
outer mirror panels and if horizontal and vertical measurement position for mirrors fixed to the
laboratory support frame are compared.
Mirrors that fulfill shape accuracy specifications in vertical position do not necessarily fulfill them
in horizontal position (and vice versa), i. e. the annealed sag-bent inner mirrors examined in this
study show FDx values of around 10mm in horizontal loose position. This is higher than the
current average focus deviation of 7mm stated by mirror manufacturers for their parabolic solar
mirrors (compare table 2.2). In vertical loose position the mirrors would meet the specifications if
a rim of 5mm is neglected which is common in industrial quality control measurements.
As indicated by the measurement results of the mirrors of production period C, the change in shape
accuracy parameters from loose to fix mounting mode may even supersede commonly reached shape
accuracy parameters if angular deviation of mounting pads is very high. The impact of angular
deviation of mounting pads on shape accuracy parameters is analyzed in detail in section 4.2 and
discussed in the following subsection 6.1.2.
The difference in shape accuracy parameters from one measurement position to another depends
on the specific spatial slope deviation characteristic. Dead load deformation can compensate or
increase slope deviation in some areas of the measured mirror. Hence, for two mirrors of different
slope deviation characteristic a different change in root mean square of slope and focus deviation
will result. Consequently, root mean square slope and focus deviation for the setup that was not
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measured cannot be directly calculated from root mean square values of the measured setup and the
according values of the determined difference matrices. This is only possible based on the spatial
distribution of slope and focus deviation (see conversion of results in section 4.1.3 and discussion
in section 6.3). If further analysis, i. e. exact ray tracing, is desired not only shape accuracy
parameters but also spatial slope deviation characteristic should be given in a complete statement
of mirror shape accuracy.
6.1.2. Angular deviation of mounting pads
The effects of angular alignment deviations of mounting pads on local and root mean square slope
and focus deviation were examined for RP3 inner and outer mirror panels employing finite element
analyses and postprocessing calculations.
As was demonstrated in section 4.3 and will be discussed in subsection 6.1.3 mirror shape quality is
determined by mirror shape accuracy and stiffness of the support structure onto which the mirror
is mounted in laboratory or in collector. Improved accuracy and stiffness of the support structure
impose higher requirements on mirror shape accuracy itself and therefore also on the accuracy
of the fixing elements. For RP3 mirror panels this is particularly the angular alignment of the
mounting pads. The finite element analyses were performed for the special case of mirrors fixed to
an infinitely rigid support frame. All results discussed in this subsection apply to this special case.
In the special case of an ideally rigid support frame, an angular deviation of mounting pads re-
sults in local slope deviation values in the near surrounding of the misaligned mounting pad in
the magnitude of the angular deviation. Angular deviations of mounting pads that cause mirror
deformation in the same direction intensify local slope deviation values. On the contrary, angular
deviations of mounting pads that cause mirror deflection in opposite direction attenuate each other
and thus result in lower root mean square slope deviation values for same rms values of angular
misalignment if compared to the previous explained case.
Rms slope and focus deviation in x-direction linearily depend on rms angular deviation of mounting
pads in x- and y-direction. For those cases in which angular deviations of mounting pads cause
mirror deformation in opposite direction and hence partly compensate each other, the increase in
rms slope and focus deviation values is less steep.
All statements that are made in the following concerning maximum acceptable angular deviation
of mounting pads apply to mirrors fixed to an infinitely rigid support structure. A non-ideally rigid
support structure will deflect resulting in smaller local and rms angular mounting pad deviation
induced slope deviation values:
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 For an ideally shaped mirror root mean square angular deviation of mounting pads of all four
mounting pads in x-direction should not exceed a value of 3 mrad for RP3 inner mirrors and
of 2 mrad for RP3 outer mirrors. Thus, the maximum acceptable value of angular deviations
in x-direction for single mounting pads is ±3 mrad and ±2 mrad for RP3 inner and outer
mirrors respectively (compare figures 4.3 and 4.4).
 Angular deviation of mounting pads may intensify or attenuate production-induced slope
deviation of non-ideally shaped mirror panels so that the maximum acceptable value for rms
angular deviation of mounting pads in x-direction reduces to 1 mrad for both mirror types,
RP3 inner and outer mirrors. Hence, the maximum acceptable value of angular deviation in
x-direction for single mounting pads is ±1 mrad (compare figure 4.5).
 If analyzed separately, angular deviations of mounting pads in y-direction play a minor role
with regard to the impact on root mean square slope and focus deviation. However, if angular
deviations of mounting pads occur in x- and y-direction, the maximum acceptable value of
angular deviation in y-direction for single mounting pads is ±2 mrad, and thus 2 mrad rms
for all mounting pads of RP3 inner and RP3 outer mirror geometry (compare figure C.1).
 If mounting pads have angular deviations larger than the above mentioned values the resulting
slope and thus focus deviation values may supersede production-induced slope and focus
deviation.
The analyses results confirm measured slope deviation values in section 4.1.2 where mirrors fixed
to a support frame show significantly higher slope and focus deviation values than mirrors that are
not tightened with screws to a support frame.
6.1.3. Type and stiffness of support structure
The impact of type and stiffness of support structure on gravity-induced mirror deformation and
resulting shape accuracy parameters were exemplarily examined for RP3 inner and outer mirror
panels in horizontal laboratory measurement position employing finite element analyses and post-
processing calculations. The analyses were carried out for the ideal model case, the fix laboratory
case, the elastic case, and additionally for a parametric model case. Concluding the analyses of the
first three model cases the following can be stated:
Type and stiffness of support structure determine magnitude and characteristic of deformation and
hence spatial distribution of shape, slope and focus deviation. Due to the smaller dimensions of
the RP3 outer mirror panel the differences in shape, slope and focus deviation are less pronounced
for RP3 outer mirrors than for RP3 inner mirrors.
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The difference in rms slope deviation values for RP3 inner mirrors mounted onto the different
examined support frames is as high as or, in case of a rigid support structure with brackets employed
in EuroTrough collectors (elastic case), even larger than the standard uncertainty of the root mean
square value of u(SDx) = 0.2 mrad for deflectometric measurements (compare table 4.13). The
rms slope deviation values of a RP3 inner and outer mirror increase by 0.5mrad (compare table
4.13) and 0.1mrad (compare table 4.14), respectively, when mounted onto an ideally rigid support
structure with brackets employed in EuroTrough collectors (elastic case) compared to the case when
mounted onto an ideally rigid support structure (ideal case).
The difference in local slope deviation values between each two of the examined support structures is
larger than the mean combined local standard uncertainties of slope deviation of u¯(sdx) ≤ 0.6 mrad
(compare table 4.15 and 4.16) for RP3 inner mirrors but smaller for RP3 outer mirrors.
Consequently, for comparison of results obtained in laboratory measurements the employed sup-
port structure needs to be documented. For estimation of mirror performance in a real collector
structure, the mirrors should be measured, if possible, fixed onto the employed support structures
in field operation.
The determined gravity-induced deformation and resulting slope and focus deviations of an ideally
shaped mirror on different support structures correspond to the deformation that would face a
mirror measured in vertical laboratory position. In order to obtain shape accuracy results applying
for a mirror evaluated in horizontal position on one of the support structures examined in this
section, the determined differences in displacements, slope or focus deviations from one support
structure to another would have to be added to the vertical results.
The differences in deformation and resulting shape accuracy parameters between each two support
structures serve for comparison of mirrors measured on different support structures. The deter-
mined difference matrices would have to be added to results obtained on one support structure to
obtain results applying to mirrors evaluated on one of the other support structures.
The laboratory support frame on which shape accuracy measurements described in section 4.1.2
were performed is suitable for shape accuracy measurements as it allows acceptable low additional
rms slope deviation values of smaller than 0.2mrad compared to gravity-induced slope deviation
on an ideally rigid support structure.
The study of the parametric case shows exemplarily how a functional relationship between stiffness
of a support structure and mirror deformation and consequently slope and focus deviation values
can be determined. In this example, the stiffness of the support structure is varied by changing
the width of the chosen support geometry. If the geometry of the support structure deviates from
the presented example, the results cannot be transferred directly. Displacement and rotation of
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the mounting points, i. e. the locations where the mirror is attached to the support structure,
are determined by cross-sectional area and length of the support geometry. The combination of
displacement and rotation of mounting points is unique to every chosen support geometry and
determines gravity-induced deformation, resulting slope and focus deviation characteristics, and
hence according root mean square values.
An analogous analysis would have to be carried out for support structures with deviating geometry
resulting in different functional relationships between stiffness of the support structures and slope
and focus deviation values.
6.2. Factors influencing shape accuracy in collector
The deformation due to dead load of mirror panels mounted to an ideally rigid support structure
(ideal case) on the one hand and installed with support brackets that deform elastically (elastic
case) on the other hand was examined in collector operating angles using finite element modeling
and analyses.
The effect of elastic deformation of the mirror panels due to dead load is already obvious in the
ideal case with rigid mirror support points. The use of elastic mirror support brackets as is common
practice results in more deformation and also rotation of parts of the mirrors around the mounting
points. Consequently, the deformation of the elastic model is in all evaluated cases higher than
for the ideal model with regard to displacement, slope and focus deviation values. The biggest
differences occur to the sides where the more elastic brackets are attached which in the EuroTrough
design is towards the inner mirror edge for the outer mirror and towards the outer mirror edge for
the inner mirror. Concerning the inner mirror the lower bending stiffness even leads to a different
deformation characteristic for the elastic model compared to the ideally rigid case.
Concerning the comparison of deformed mirror shape to ideal mirror shape the rms slope and focus
deviation values (SDx and FDx) reach a magnitude of the shape quality of state of the art mirror
panels. They reach typical values of root mean square of slope deviation of about 2mrad and of rms
of focus deviation of 10mm or even well below (compare mirror manufacturers' data in table 2.2
and measurement results in section 4.1, especially tables 4.1 - 4.4). In comparison, the deformation
due to dead load of the inner mirrors reaches root mean square slope deviation values from the
ideal shape of 1.0mrad and 1.6mrad for ideal and elastic case, respectively, or 3.6mm and 5.9mm
in terms of rms focus deviation. The according values for outer mirrors are 0.8mrad and 1.0mrad
for ideal and elastic case, respectively, and 4.1mm and 4.9mm rms focus deviation. Measured
shape deviation in the laboratory includes deviations due to dead load deformation in the specific
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measurement position and additionally deviations due to the manufacturing process. These effects
may augment or reduce each other in a real measurement situation.
If the deformed mirror shape is compared to the mirror shape in zenith collector position the rms
slope and focus deviation values (SDx and FDx) also reach a magnitude of the shape quality of
state of the art mirror panels. The difference in slope deviation for inner mirrors reaches rms values
of 1.2mrad and 2.1mrad for ideal and elastic case respectively. The resulting rms focus deviation
values are 4.5mm and 7.9mm. The according values for outer mirrors are 1.2mrad and 1.4mrad
for ideal and elastic case, respectively, and 7.9mm and 7.2mm rms focus deviation.
These results are consistent with results by Ulmer et al. who measured rms slope deviation values
of 1.2 - 1.7mrad for outer mirrors and 2.3 - 4.3mrad for inner mirrors mounted onto a EuroTrough
collector in 90° collector angle [Ulme 07, Ulme 09]. As also valid for values measured in laboratory
the values achieved for attached mirror panels result from shape deviation of the mirror panels,
gravity-induced bending of the mirrors and deformation of the support structure. Even though
the mentioned effects can intensify or attenuate each other, gravity-induced bending is a relevant
effect.
6.3. Characteristic deformation and conversion of laboratory
shape accuracy results
A characteristic deformation between vertical and horizontal measurement angle for fix and loose
mounting mode was identified for RP3 inner and outer mirror panels by means of deflectometric
measurement and finite element modeling. The characteristic deformation served for conversion of
results obtained in different laboratory measurement setups.
RP3 mirror panels deform significantly from vertical to horizontal measurement angle due to dead
load. Even though the fixation of mirrors to the support frame reduces the effect, gravity-induced
deformation and resulting slope deviation values reach magnitudes of the mirror shape quality itself
accomplished by state of the art mirror panels.
Deformation and resulting slope deviation are more pronounced for RP3 inner than for RP3 outer
mirror panels due to smaller distance of mounting pads in curved direction for the outer mirrors.
Measured characteristic deformation matrices for annealed and tempered mirrors are similar.
Measured gravity-induced root mean square slope deviation is as high as 2.4mrad for inner mirror
panels and 1.3mrad for outer mirror panels (compare table B.1). When mirrors are fixed to
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the support frame values of 1.5mrad and 1.1mrad are reached (compare table 3.8). Due to the
assumptions that were made for the finite element models (compare subsection 3.2.3), the gravity-
induced root mean square values that were computed by means of finite element analysis (FEA)
are in general a little smaller than according values derived by measurements.
The procedure to convert results obtained in vertical measurement position into results applying
for horizontal measurement position by adding the characteristic deformation matrix determined
by measurements to vertical results is suitable for the calculation of root mean square values of
slope deviation. The mean difference between measured and calculated root mean square value of
slope deviation is smaller than the standard uncertainty of the root mean square value of u(SDx) =
0.2 mrad (compare subsection 3.1.3).
The explained conversion procedure is not suitable for the determination of exact spatially resolved
slope deviation values for the non-measured position for single mirrors. Mean combined local stan-
dard uncertainties of slope deviation reach only u¯(αx,y) ≤ 0.7 mrad (compare table 3.2) compared
to local differences of up to 1.5mrad between measured and calculated local slope deviation. The
reasons for the difference of measured and calculated slope deviation values are that the interac-
tion of angular misaligned mounting pads with the support frame is not taken into account in this
analysis and that a vertical position is very hard to realize. The flexible mirrors have to be very
carefully positioned on external supports preventing a deformation of the mirrors induced by the
measurement setup. The vertical loose position is even more difficult to realize since it has to be
assured that all mounting pads lean against the support frame.
If the characteristic deformation from vertical position to horizontal measurement position is de-
termined by means of finite element analysis, the conversion of results is a little less accurate.
However, rms slope deviation values are still within the interval given by the standard uncertainty
of the rms value of slope deviation of ± 0.2 mrad. Differences in local slope deviation values are a
little higher than for the values determined by means of adding characteristic deformation matrices
that were determined by measurements.
The calculation of a characteristic deformation by finite element analysis is only possible if all
details for creation of a support frame model are known. Otherwise, measurements have to be
performed in order to determine an experimental deformation.
The statements concerning conversion of results from vertical to horizontal angle also apply for a
conversion of results from horizontal to vertical measurement position. In that case, the measured
or FEA-computed deformation matrices have to be subtracted from horizontal measurement results.
For a conversion of results obtained in horizontal loose angle into results applying for horizontal
fix measurement angle angular deviations of mounting pads have to be considered. The presented
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procedure is suitable for determining rms slope deviation values. However, the results show local
differences in slope deviation higher than standard uncertainties of local measured slope deviation
values.
6.4. Transferability of shape accuracy results from
laboratory to collector
For the purpose of evaluating the transferability of shape accuracy results measured in laboratory to
results applying for mirrors mounted onto a collector, measurement results obtained in laboratory
and in collector were compared. In a next step slope deviation values obtained by means of finite
element analysis for mirrors in zenith collector angle and mounted onto a collector were added to
laboratory results and compared again.
A comparison of measured results (laboratory and collector) revealed large differences in local and
slope deviation results, i. e.:
 Laboratory-measured local slope deviation values differ in spatial distribution and magnitude
significantly from slope deviation values measured for the same mirrors mounted onto a
EuroTrough type concentrator.
 The difference in root mean square slope deviation values exceeds the standard uncertainty
of the rms value of u(SDx) = 0.2 mrad for deflectometric measurements (compare subsection
3.1.3) and is in the range of mirror shape quality itself accomplished by state of the art mirror
panels.
If gravity-induced deformation, additional deformation due to misaligned brackets, and resulting
slope deviation is taken into account, the slope deviation characteristic of calculated results shifts
slightly to collector measurement results. However, the differences in local and rms slope deviation
values are still distinctly larger than standard uncertainties of local and rms slope deviation values.
The remaining differences between calculated and measured results may be caused by underlying
assumptions and the collector support structure not included in the finite element models:
 The finite element model for mirrors mounted onto an ideally rigid support structure via elas-
tically deformable brackets contains only the linking elements to the collector structure and
assumes the rest of the structure to be ideally rigid. In the demonstrated example however,
the influence of the support structure can be noticed by a systematic local slope deviation
distribution in collector measurement results. In particular, the outer mirrors show areas of
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high positive slope deviation values towards their inner edges. The surface normal vectors
of the outer areas of the inner mirrors are tilted towards the outer collector edges resulting
in negative slope deviation values. In the examined case, the influence of support structure
on slope deviation of outer mirrors is larger than gravity-induced deformation, additional
deformation due to misaligned brackets, and resulting slope deviation. Consequently, for a
complete examination of all influencing effects and subsequent collector optimization process
the whole collector structure needs to be included in the finite element model.
 Though the presented procedure to convert results measured in vertical fix laboratory position
into results applying to mirrors mounted onto a collector support structure (by adding gravity-
induced deformation and resulting slope deviation to vertical measurement results) takes
into account the influence of angular misaligned mounting pads on the employed support
structure, it does not consider the interaction of misaligned mounting pads with less rigid
support structures. Since the laboratory support structure is more resistant to bending than
an ideally rigid support structure with elastically deformable brackets (compare section 4.3,
table 4.13), slope deviation caused by angular misaligned mounting pads is less pronounced
on the latter support structure. In the presented example, this effect however plays a minor
role compared to the slope deviations apparently caused by the support structure.
6.5. Assessment of mirror shape accuracy in laboratory
6.5.1. Recommendations concerning comparability of laboratory
measurement results
Since they have a relevant impact on shape accuracy results, the following boundary conditions
should be stated together with the measured shape accuracy:
 measurement position, i. e. mirror orientation during measurement
 mounting mode, i. e. whether the mirror is fixed with screws to a support structure (fix
mounting mode) or not fixed to the support structure (loose mounting mode)
 type of support frame
Additionally, the angular deviation of mounting pads should be given, especially if the mirror is only
evaluated in loose mounting mode. In next generation collector designs, e.g. the UltimateTrough
by company FLABEG, that examination might not be necessary since deformation of mirrors due
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to angular deviation of mounting pads is avoided through an alternative mounting method in the
collector. Instead of fixing the mirrors with screws to the collector, the collector structure has small
pots that are filled with adhesive. Pins that are attached to the mounting pad rear side are then
inserted into those pots.
A comparison of measurement results obtained in different laboratories requires a measurement
setup with identical boundary conditions, i. e. identical mirror orientation, mounting mode and
mounting to a support frame that is identical in mechanical construction and properties.
A measurement setup that does not require identical support frames is the vertical loose setup in
which the mounting pads are vertically and mirror curved (x) direction is horizontally aligned so
that deformation due to dead load is negligible. A deformation of the mirror due to interaction of
mirror and support frame is prevented since the mirror is only carefully leaned against the support
frame without tightening of screws. A disadvantage of that setup is that it is very hard to realize.
If the mirror is not carefully positioned a reproducibility of results cannot be ensured.
6.5.2. Recommendations concerning laboratory setup for optimum
performance in collector
The analyses results of gravity-induced deformation in different collector angles for mirror panels
mounted to an ideally rigid support structure (ideal case) and installed with support brackets that
deform elastically (elastic case) demonstrate that mirror shape deviates in a relevant way in regard
to slope and focus deviation (compare analyses in section 5.1 and discussion in 6.2). Due to the
larger distance of the mounting points the effect of gravity load on slope deviation is generally
larger for inner mirrors than for outer mirrors of RP3 type. However, in terms of focus deviation
the effect of gravity load is comparably large and has a magnitude that may result in reflected solar
radiation missing the absorber tube if further geometrical errors occur. Consequently, optimization
approaches should aim at both mirror types, inner and outer mirror.
If, for the purpose of a rough estimation, root mean square slope and focus deviation values obtained
in both studies (compare table 5.1 and 5.2 and table 5.3 and 5.4) are averaged over the range of
relevant working positions, i. e. from 0° to ± 60° collector angle, the overall rms slope and focus
deviation values for the examined model cases are smaller for mirror shapes compared to zenith
collector angle than compared to ideal shape. The rough average values for the comparison to ideal
shape are 0.7 mrad and 1.1 mrad rms slope deviation and 3.1 mm and 4.5 mm rms focus deviation
for ideal and elastic case respectively. The rough average values for the comparison to mirror shape
in zenith collector angle are 0.3 mrad and 0.5 mrad rms slope deviation and 1.2 mm and 2.0 mm
rms focus deviation for ideal and elastic case respectively.
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Since mirror shape accuracy measured in vertical laboratory position is not affected by gravity
loading, mirrors evaluated in that measurement setup would act according to the calculations
presented in the study that compares mirror shape to ideal, non-deformed mirror shape. Mirrors
measured in horizontal laboratory position would show a similar deformation and thus slope and
focus deviation characteristic according to the study that compares mirror shape to zenith collector
angle. As a result, mirrors that are shape-optimized for a laboratory position close to zenith
collector angle face smaller gravity-induced deformation and thus slope and focus deviation than
mirrors optimized for vertical laboratory measurement position.
The stiffness of the support structure to which the mirrors are attached has a significant impact on
both, deformation characteristic and magnitude of displacement and thus on slope and focus devi-
ation values. The deformation of mirrors mounted to an ideally rigid support structure defines the
minimum possible deformation that results from exposing the mirrors to gravity load. In general,
gravity induced bending increases when mounting the mirrors to an elastic support structure. This
is exemplarily shown for fixing the mirrors via elastically deformable brackets (see section 4.3 and
section 5.1). Consequently, an optimization of mirror shape should always take into account the
support structure onto which the mirrors are mounted for operation in collector.
Based on the analyses presented in this section the following can be derived concerning measurement
position for assessing mirror shape accuracy in laboratory: In order to assure lowest possible
gravity-induced deformation and hence slope and focus deviation the mirrors should be measured
in a position close to zenith collector angle. This can be approximated by a horizontal position
with horizontally aligned mounting pads. Shape accuracy measurement of one mirror on different
support structures will lead to different results depending on type and stiffness of support structure.
If mirror shape accuracy for a mirror mounted onto a collector shall be precisely predicted, the
mirror has to be either measured mounted onto that collector support structure or the mounting
conditions have to be exactly known. In that case the vertical loose measurement results can be
converted using additional deformation and slope deviation data determined in a finite element
analysis.
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7.1. Conclusions
The aim of this thesis is to identify and quantify the factors influencing parabolic trough con-
centrator mirror shape accuracy in laboratory and in collector test conditions. Deflectometric
measurements and finite element analyses are employed to determine mirror shape accuracy of
reflector panels of RP3 geometry in different laboratory and collector setups. In the context of
this work, shape accuracy is expressed by the parameters slope deviation (SD) and focus devia-
tion (FD). State of the art mirror panels reach shape quality of about 2 mrad in root mean square
(rms) slope deviation SDx and 7 mm in rms focus deviation FDx or even well below. Furthermore,
comparisons and conversions of shape accuracy results obtained in different laboratory setups as
well as a comparison and conversion of results measured in laboratory and collector are carried out.
Based on the analyses results recommendations concerning boundary conditions and requirements
for an accurate and reproducible measurement setup are given that make a contribution towards
standardized shape accuracy measurements.
The analyses of mirror deformation and resulting shape accuracy parameters under laboratory
conditions demonstrate a significant influence of the following boundary conditions:
 measurement position, i. e. mirror orientation during measurement
 mounting mode, i. e. whether the mirror is fixed with screws to a support structure (fix
mounting mode) or not fixed to the support structure (loose mounting mode)
 angular deviation of mounting pads
 type and stiffness of support frame
As demonstrated by the presented shape accuracy measurement results the change of measurement
position and mounting mode can lead to a significant change in shape accuracy parameters that is
higher than the stated uncertainty of the measurement system of 0.2 mrad for rms slope deviation
SDx. Mirrors that fulfill the shape accuracy specifications of 2 mrad SDx and 7 mm FDx in
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vertical position do not necessarily fulfill them in horizontal position, and vice versa. Deflectometric
measurement results of RP3 inner mirrors show an average difference of up to 0.8mrad in SDx and
up to 3.3mm in FDx between vertical loose and horizontal loose position. The differences are less
pronounced for outer mirror panels and if horizontal and vertical measurement position for mirrors
fixed a support frame are compared.
The measurement results show that the change in shape accuracy parameters from loose to fix
mounting mode may in certain cases supersede commonly reached shape accuracy parameters if
the angular deviation of mounting pads is very high. Maximum acceptable angular deviation
of mounting pads is determined in finite element analyses of mirrors mounted onto an ideally
rigid support frame. In the special case of mirrors fixed to an infinitely rigid support frame rms
angular deviation of mounting pads of all four mounting pads in x-direction should not exceed
values of 3 mrad and 2 mrad for ideally shaped RP3 inner and RP3 outer mirrors, respectively.
This corresponds to ± 3 mrad and ± 2 mrad angular deviations in x-direction for single mounting
pads. Since angular deviation of mounting pads may intensify or attenuate production-induced
slope deviation of non-ideally shaped mirror panels, the maximum acceptable value for the ideally
rigid case reduces to 1 mrad in terms of rms angular deviation of mounting pads in x-direction or
± 1 mrad for single mounting pads for both mirror types. Maximum acceptable angular deviation
of mounting pads in y-direction is 2 mrad rms or ± 2 mrad for single mounting pads.
Type and stiffness of support structure determine magnitude and characteristic of deformation and
hence spatial distribution of shape, slope and focus deviation. An increase of 0.5mrad in SDx and
1.8mm in FDx is calculated for mirrors mounted onto an ideally rigid support frame compared
to the case when mounted onto an ideally rigid support structure with brackets employed in Eu-
roTrough collectors. Due to the smaller dimensions of the RP3 outer mirror panel the differences
in shape, slope and focus deviation are less pronounced for RP3 outer mirrors than for RP3 inner
mirrors.
With regard to factors affecting concentrator shape accuracy in collector setups finite element
analyses of mirrors mounted to an ideally rigid support structure as well as of mirrors installed
with support brackets that deform elastically revealed a significant impact of mirror orientation
and type and stiffness of collector support structure. If deformed mirror shape is compared to ideal
mirror shape as well as if compared to zenith collector position, the rms slope and focus deviation
values reach a magnitude of the shape quality of state of the art mirror panels.
The difference in slope deviation between deformed mirror shape and ideal shape for RP3 inner
mirrors reaches root mean square slope deviation (SDx) values of 1.0mrad and 1.6mrad for ideally
rigid and elastic case, respectively, or 3.6mm and 5.9mm in terms of rms focus deviation (FDx).
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The according values for outer mirrors are 0.8mrad and 1.0mrad SDx for ideally rigid and elastic
case, respectively, and 4.1mm and 4.9mm FDx.
The difference in slope deviation between deformed mirror shape and shape in zenith collector posi-
tion for inner mirrors reaches SDx of 1.2mrad and 2.1mrad for ideal and elastic case, respectively,
or 4.5mm and 7.9mm in terms of FDx. The according values for outer mirrors are 1.2mrad and
1.4mrad SDx for ideal and elastic case, respectively, and 7.9mm and 7.2mm FDx.
Measurement data and finite element analyses results serve for determination of characteristic
mirror deformation from vertical to horizontal laboratory measurement setup and are found to be
in the magnitude of shape quality of state of the art mirror panels. The introduced procedure
to convert results obtained in vertical measurement position into results applying for horizontal
measurement position, and vice versa, by adding a characteristic deformation matrix to vertical
results is suitable for the calculation of root mean square values of slope deviation.
Furthermore, characteristic mirror deformations between different collector angles are determined
and serve for conversion of shape accuracy results obtained in a laboratory setup to measured
results in a EuroTrough collector. The collector support structure not included in the model is
identified to have a significant impact. Calculated results and results measured in collector deviate
significantly in spatial distribution characteristic of local slope deviation values as well as in rms
values.
With regard to an accurate and reproducible shape accuracy measurement setup the examination
results demonstrate that measurement position, mounting mode and type of support frame need to
be stated together with measured shape accuracy. Additionally, the angular deviation of mounting
pads should be given, especially if the mirror is only evaluated in loose mounting mode. The angular
deviation of mounting pads should not exceed the above stated values of ± 1 mrad in curved mirror
direction and of ± 2 mrad in non-curved mirror direction for single mounting pads.
A comparison of measurement results obtained in different laboratories requires a measurement
setup with same boundary conditions, i. e. same mirror orientation, mounting mode and mounting
to a support frame that is identical in mechanical construction and properties. Alternatively,
measurements can be performed in a vertical measurement position without tightening of screws
in which the mounting pads are vertically and curved (x) direction is horizontally aligned so that
deformation due to dead load is negligible.
If a further requirement of mirror shape accuracy evaluation in laboratory shall be to ensure an
optimum performance of the mirror in collector operation, the mirror has to be either measured
mounted onto that collector support structure or the mounting conditions have to be exactly known
so that the measurement results can be converted using additional deformation and slope deviation
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data that have to be determined in a finite element analysis. In order to assure lowest possible
gravity-induced deformation and hence slope and focus deviation the mirrors should be measured
in a position close to zenith collector angle which can be approximated by a horizontal position
with horizontally aligned mounting pads.
7.2. Outlook
This thesis determines and quantifies the factors influencing mirror shape accuracy of parabolic
trough concentrators. For reliable comparison of shape quality of different reflectors and thus also
for further dissemination of concentrating solar power technology a standard unified approach for
assessing mirrors shape accuracy needs to be defined. The analyses results provide a scientific basis
for criteria to be included in a technical standard for the measurement and assessment of mirror
shape for concentrating solar collectors.
Within the scope of this work, deflectometric measurements and finite element modeling calculation
are applied to analyze shape accuracy for reflector mirrors of RP3 geometry in laboratory and
collector setup. The identified relevant influencing factors also need to be taken into account
for the precise shape accuracy assessment for reflector panels of different geometry. The presented
measurement and modeling methods can be applied to determine the according quantitative impact.
If the mounting conditions are known the finite element analysis is a powerful technique to determine
mirror shape in different tracking angles and load cases. In order to allow transferability of shape
accuracy measured in laboratory to results applying to mirrors mounted to a collector the current
models of single reflector panels or reflector columns need to be extended to include the whole
collector structure. An extended finite element model allows to evaluate the impact of gravity-
induced mirror deformation as well as to examine the impact of further effects, such as torsion and
wind, on the optical concentrator performance.
As has been shown in this thesis, concentrator deformation and resulting slope deviation can then be
calculated over the range of collector operating angles. Based on the results optimization approaches
such as modified concentrator geometry or modified number or location of support points can be
derived and assessed. Additionally, requirements for accuracy and stiffness of collector support
structure can be defined.
The obtained results can serve as input data for subsequent ray tracing analyses to calculate
intercept factors and annual energy yields depending on the determined deformation for the different
load cases. These analyses results serve for evaluation of the economic benefits.
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A. Technical drawing of RP3 mirror panels
Figure A.1.: Technical drawing of RP3 mirror panels
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B. Appendix to chapter 3
B.1. Technical drawing of laboratory support structure
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Figure B.1.: Technical drawing of laboratory support frame
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Figure B.2.: Schematic drawing of the steel supports to fix the mirrors to the laboratory support
frame
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B.2. Uncertainty analysis results of deflectometric measurements
B.2. Uncertainty analysis results of deflectometric
measurements
Figure B.3.: Combined standard uncertainties of local slope deviation values sdx (left) and sdy
(right) in horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) laboratory measurement position for
a RP3 inner panel. Color bars in mrad.
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Figure B.4.: Combined standard uncertainties of local slope deviation values sdx (left) and sdy
(right) in horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) laboratory measurement position for
a RP3 outer panel. Color bars in mrad.
Figure B.5.: Combined standard uncertainties of local slope deviation differences in curved x-
direction (left) and non-curved y-direction (right) for a RP3 outer panel. Color bars
in mrad.
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B.2. Uncertainty analysis results of deflectometric measurements
Figure B.6.: Validation of the deflectometric test bench at the QUARZ Center®: measurement
results of a flat water surface in x-direction (left) and y-direction (right). Color bars
in mrad.
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B.3. Technical drawing of L and Z brackets
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Figure B.7.: Technical drawing of of L and Z brackets as employed in EuroTrough collectors
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B.4. Validation of loose laboratory model case
B.4. Validation of loose laboratory model case
Table B.1.: Measured and FEA-computed slope deviation differences for the loose laboratory model
case for a RP3 inner (top) and RP3 outer panel (bottom). Color bars in mrad.
measured FEA-computed
SDxhl−vl,meas = 2.44 mrad SDxcomp = 2.17 mrad
SDxhl−vl,meas = 1.25 mrad SDxcomp = 1.45 mrad
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C.1. Measurement results of slope deviation in different
setups for RP3 inner and RP3 outer mirrors
Table C.1.: Slope deviation in mrad in x-direction for an exemplary tempered press-bent RP3 outer
mirror panel in vertical loose (vl) and horizontal loose (hl) laboratory measurement
position (top) and vertical fix (vf) and horizontal fix (hf) laboratory measurement
position (bottom). Color bars in mrad.
vertical horizontal
SDxvl,meas = 1.97 mrad SDxhl,meas = 1.40 mrad
SDxvf,meas = 1.58 mrad SDxhf,meas = 1.45 mrad
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C.1. Measurement results of slope deviation in different setups for RP3 inner and RP3 outer
mirrors
Table C.2.: Root mean square slope deviation values of vertical fix, horizontal fix, vertical loose
and horizontal loose laboratory measurement position for measured RP3 inner and
RP3 outer mirror panels. All values in mrad.
panelname SDx vf,meas SDx hf,meas SDx vl,meas SDx hl,meas
RP3 inner
A-I-1 3.01 3.07 1.95 2.81
A-I-2 2.65 2.88 1.97 2.97
A-I-3 2.38 2.53 2.25 2.70
standard deviation 0.31 0.27 0.18 0.14
B-I-1 2.99 2.90 1.91 2.79
B-I-2 2.61 2.72 2.43 2.58
B-I-3 3.22 3.34 1.96 2.82
B-I-4 3.31 3.36 2.24 2.68
standard deviation 0.31 0.32 0.24 0.11
C-I-1 2.92 3.20 2.21 3.23
C-I-2 3.33 3.26 2.38 3.03
C-I-3 3.43 3.40 2.23 2.62
C-I-4 3.44 3.40 2.57 2.89
standard deviation 0.25 0.10 0.17 0.26
RP3 outer
A-O-1 1.06 1.58 1.17 1.41
A-O-2 1.05 1.51 1.68 1.54
A-O-3 1.43 1.75 1.29 1.46
standard deviation 0.22 0.12 0.27 0.07
B-O-1 1.06 1.60 1.34 1.47
B-O-2 1.41 1.83 1.40 1.55
B-O-3 1.26 1.70 1.18 1.56
B-O-4 1.27 1.67 1.60 1.52
standard deviation 0.14 0.10 0.17 0.04
C-O-1 4.76 4.98 1.28 1.66
C-O-2 4.95 5.06 1.49 1.60
C-O-3 4.19 4.33 1.79 1.81
C-O-4 4.98 5.14 1.45 1.54
C-O-5 5.30 5.40 1.43 1.71
standard deviation 0.41 0.40 0.19 0.10
D-O-1 1.58 1.45 1.97 1.40
D-O-2 1.69 1.72 2.04 1.64
D-O-3 1.56 1.56 1.92 1.49
D-O-4 1.66 1.43 1.89 1.42
D-O-5 1.57 1.51 2.05 1.48
standard deviation 0.06 0.12 0.07 0.09
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C.2. Conversion of measurement results
Table C.3.: Conversion of vertical fix to horizontal fix measurement results of RP3 inner and RP3
outer mirror panels employing measured deformation matrices. All values in mrad.
panelname SDx hf,calc SDx hf,meas |SDx hf,meas − SDx hf,calc| SDxhf,meas−calc
RP3 inner
A-I-1 2.97 3.07 0.09 0.19
A-I-2 2.75 2.88 0.12 0.17
A-I-3 2.42 2.53 0.11 0.16
B-I-1 2.98 2.90 0.07 0.28
B-I-2 2.76 2.72 0.04 0.21
B-I-3 3.11 3.34 0.24 0.38
B-I-4 3.23 3.36 0.12 0.16
C-I-1 2.86 3.20 0.34 0.32
C-I-2 3.04 3.26 0.22 0.20
C-I-3 3.30 3.40 0.10 0.32
C-I-4 3.30 3.40 0.10 0.43
mean 0.14 0.26
RP3 outer
A-O-1 1.44 1.58 0.14 0.22
A-O-2 1.44 1.51 0.07 0.19
A-O-3 1.64 1.75 0.11 0.28
B-O-1 1.44 1.60 0.16 0.38
B-O-2 1.72 1.83 0.11 0.28
B-O-3 1.62 1.70 0.07 0.25
B-O-4 1.55 1.67 0.11 0.24
C-O-1 4.82 4.98 0.16 0.30
C-O-2 4.99 5.06 0.08 0.19
C-O-3 4.30 4.33 0.03 0.51
C-O-4 5.04 5.14 0.10 0.14
C-O-5 5.37 5.40 0.03 0.15
D-O-1 1.39 1.45 0.06 0.31
D-O-2 1.55 1.72 0.17 0.25
D-O-3 1.43 1.56 0.13 0.29
D-O-4 1.37 1.43 0.06 0.20
D-O-5 1.41 1.51 0.10 0.19
mean 0.10 0.26
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C.2. Conversion of measurement results
Table C.4.: Conversion of vertical loose to horizontal loose measurement results of RP3 inner and
RP3 outer mirror panels employing measured deformation matrices. All values in mrad.
panelname SDx hl,calc SDx hl,meas |SDx hl,meas − SDx hl,calc| SDxhl,meas−calc
RP3 inner
A-I-1 2.62 2.81 0.19 0.26
A-I-2 2.74 2.97 0.23 0.32
A-I-3 2.45 2.70 0.25 0.39
B-I-1 2.74 2.79 0.05 0.19
B-I-2 2.55 2.58 0.04 0.22
B-I-3 2.74 2.82 0.08 0.22
B-I-4 2.64 2.68 0.04 0.17
C-I-1 3.36 3.23 0.13 0.46
C-I-2 3.20 3.03 0.16 0.50
C-I-3 2.58 2.62 0.04 0.23
C-I-4 2.78 2.89 0.11 0.22
mean 0.12 0.29
RP3 outer
A-O-1 1.31 1.41 0.10 0.23
A-O-2 1.61 1.54 0.07 0.46
A-O-3 1.32 1.46 0.14 0.20
B-O-1 1.46 1.47 0.01 0.42
B-O-2 1.49 1.55 0.07 0.28
B-O-3 1.49 1.56 0.06 0.27
B-O-4 1.60 1.52 0.08 0.50
C-O-1 1.65 1.66 0.01 0.27
C-O-2 1.49 1.60 0.11 0.22
C-O-3 1.67 1.81 0.14 0.20
C-O-4 1.37 1.54 0.17 0.26
C-O-5 1.41 1.71 0.30 0.54
D-O-1 1.47 1.40 0.07 0.48
D-O-2 1.54 1.64 0.10 0.22
D-O-3 1.44 1.49 0.05 0.21
D-O-4 1.39 1.42 0.03 0.36
D-O-5 1.52 1.48 0.04 0.60
mean 0.09 0.34
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Table C.5.: Conversion of vertical fix to horizontal fix measurement results of RP3 inner and RP3
outer mirror panels employing FEA-computed deformation matrices. All values in
mrad.
panelname SDx hf,calc SDx hf,meas |SDx hf,meas − SDx hf,calc| SDxhf,meas−calc
RP3 inner
A-I-1 3.09 2.92 0.17 0.53
A-I-2 2.86 2.77 0.09 0.51
A-I-3 2.47 2.41 0.06 0.52
B-I-1 3.04 2.76 0.28 0.73
B-I-2 2.78 2.59 0.19 0.60
B-I-3 3.22 3.19 0.03 0.67
B-I-4 3.34 3.22 0.12 0.58
C-I-1 2.95 3.00 0.05 0.55
C-I-2 3.16 3.08 0.08 0.46
C-I-3 3.46 3.26 0.20 0.75
C-I-4 3.38 3.17 0.21 0.66
mean 0.13 0.60
RP3 outer
A-O-1 1.33 1.48 0.14 0.22
A-O-2 1.43 1.46 0.07 0.19
A-O-3 1.60 1.66 0.11 0.28
B-O-1 1.34 1.53 0.16 0.38
B-O-2 1.62 1.76 0.11 0.28
B-O-3 1.50 1.62 0.07 0.25
B-O-4 1.53 1.60 0.11 0.24
C-O-1 4.77 4.87 0.16 0.30
C-O-2 4.97 4.97 0.08 0.19
C-O-3 4.27 4.26 0.03 0.51
C-O-4 5.01 5.07 0.10 0.14
C-O-5 5.34 5.32 0.03 0.15
D-O-1 1.37 1.42 0.06 0.31
D-O-2 1.53 1.69 0.17 0.25
D-O-3 1.37 1.53 0.13 0.29
D-O-4 1.38 1.39 0.06 0.20
D-O-5 1.37 1.45 0.10 0.19
mean 0.08 0.42
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Table C.6.: Conversion of vertical loose to horizontal loose measurement results of RP3 inner and
RP3 outer mirror panels employing FEA-computed deformation matrices. All values in
mrad.
panelname SDx hl,calc SDx hl,meas |SDx hl,meas − SDx hl,calc| SDxhl,meas−calc
RP3 inner
A-I-1 2.44 2.74 0.30 0.48
A-I-2 2.57 2.92 0.35 0.53
A-I-3 2.32 2.62 0.30 0.59
B-I-1 2.55 2.75 0.19 0.40
B-I-2 2.40 2.51 0.11 0.45
B-I-3 2.59 2.76 0.17 0.43
B-I-4 2.51 2.61 0.10 0.38
C-I-1 3.21 3.14 0.06 0.52
C-I-2 3.08 2.95 0.13 0.54
C-I-3 2.43 2.54 0.11 0.41
C-I-4 2.62 2.72 0.10 0.41
mean 0.18 0.47
RP3 outer
A-O-1 1.29 1.33 0.05 0.34
A-O-2 1.44 1.47 0.03 0.27
A-O-3 1.22 1.37 0.15 0.56
B-O-1 1.33 1.40 0.07 0.23
B-O-2 1.34 1.48 0.14 0.62
B-O-3 1.52 1.48 0.04 0.64
B-O-4 1.36 1.44 0.09 0.23
C-O-1 1.85 1.56 0.29 0.72
C-O-2 1.41 1.49 0.08 0.62
C-O-3 1.42 1.73 0.31 0.60
C-O-4 1.25 1.46 0.21 0.71
C-O-5 1.34 1.62 0.28 1.02
D-O-1 1.38 1.37 0.01 0.29
D-O-2 1.43 1.61 0.18 0.53
D-O-3 1.33 1.44 0.10 0.46
D-O-4 1.40 1.38 0.02 0.33
D-O-5 1.35 1.42 0.07 0.31
mean 0.12 0.50
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C.3. Mirror shape accuracy in case of angular deviation of
mounting pads
Figure C.1.: Slope and focus deviation in x-direction of ideally shaped RP3 inner (left) and outer
mirror (right) depending on rms angular deviation of mounting pads in y-direction
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D.1. Slope and focus deviation in different collector angles
Table D.1.: Rms slope deviation of mirrors mounted onto an ideally rigid support structure (ideal
case) in different collector angles compared to ideal shape. Values in mrad.
collector angle D C B A whole column
0° 0.76 0.96 0.96 0.76 0.88
15° 0.60 0.88 0.99 0.86 0.85
30° 0.41 0.73 0.95 0.90 0.79
45° 0.21 0.54 0.85 0.88 0.68
60° 0.12 0.33 0.69 0.81 0.56
75° 0.30 0.19 0.50 0.68 0.45
90° 0.51 0.29 0.29 0.51 0.40
Table D.2.: Rms slope deviation of mirrors mounted onto a support structure with elastic brackets
as linking elements (elastic case) in different collector angles compared to ideal shape.
Values in mrad.
collector angle D C B A whole column
0° 0.78 1.61 1.61 0.78 1.31
15° 0.64 1.65 1.47 0.90 1.28
30° 0.52 1.60 1.26 0.98 1.20
45° 0.47 1.46 1.00 1.00 1.07
60° 0.53 1.25 0.75 0.98 0.93
75° 0.65 0.99 0.64 0.91 0.81
90° 0.79 0.74 0.75 0.79 0.77
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Table D.3.: Rms focus deviation of mirrors mounted onto an ideally rigid support structure (ideal
case) in different collector angles compared to ideal shape. Values in mm.
collector angle D C B A whole column
0° 3.73 3.58 3.58 3.73 3.65
15° 2.95 3.22 3.70 4.27 3.56
30° 1.99 2.66 3.58 4.52 3.31
45° 0.95 1.94 3.23 4.46 2.93
60° 0.64 1.17 2.66 4.11 2.49
75° 1.61 0.69 1.95 3.48 2.11
90° 2.62 1.17 1.17 2.62 1.95
Table D.4.: Rms focus deviation of mirrors mounted onto a support structure with elastic brackets
as linking elements (elastic case) in different collector angles compared to ideal shape.
Values in mm.
collector angle D C B A whole column
0° 3.83 5.94 5.94 3.83 5.12
15° 3.07 6.16 5.41 4.47 5.02
30° 2.37 6.02 4.61 4.89 4.75
45° 2.07 5.55 3.68 5.04 4.35
60° 2.41 4.81 2.85 4.91 3.91
75° 3.12 3.89 2.55 4.50 3.56
90° 3.88 3.01 3.01 3.88 3.42
Table D.5.: Rms slope deviation of mirrors mounted onto an ideally rigid support structure (ideal
case) in different collector angles compared to shape in 0° (zenith) collector angle.
Values in mrad.
collector angle D C B A whole column
0° 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15° 0.17 0.11 0.15 0.14 0.14
30° 0.36 0.26 0.10 0.18 0.24
45° 0.57 0.45 0.24 0.20 0.39
60° 0.80 0.69 0.37 0.16 0.56
75° 1.03 0.94 0.53 0.18 0.75
90° 1.24 1.19 0.77 0.31 0.96
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Table D.6.: Rms slope deviation of mirrors mounted onto a support structure with elastic brackets
as linking elements (elastic case) in different collector angles compared to shape in 0°
(zenith) collector angle. Values in mrad.
collector angle D C B A whole column
0° 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15° 0.24 0.27 0.34 0.19 0.27
30° 0.47 0.38 0.55 0.34 0.45
45° 0.73 0.55 0.88 0.45 0.68
60° 0.98 0.78 1.26 0.53 0.94
75° 1.22 1.08 1.67 0.60 1.23
90° 1.42 1.43 2.08 0.67 1.52
Table D.7.: Rms focus deviation of mirrors mounted onto an ideally rigid support structure (ideal
case) in different collector angles compared to shape in 0° (zenith) collector angle.
Values in mm.
collector angle D C B A whole column
0° 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15° 0.85 0.42 0.57 0.72 0.64
30° 1.83 1.00 0.39 0.92 1.12
45° 2.90 1.76 0.85 1.04 1.78
60° 4.07 2.64 1.30 0.86 2.50
75° 5.21 3.58 1.89 0.86 3.28
90° 6.26 4.52 2.74 1.43 4.11
Table D.8.: Rms focus deviation of mirrors mounted onto a support structure with elastic brackets
as linking elements (elastic case) in different collector angles compared to shape in 0°
(zenith) collector angle. Values in mm.
collector angle D C B A whole column
0° 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15° 1.17 1.03 1.31 0.93 1.13
30° 2.36 1.49 2.31 1.62 1.92
45° 3.64 2.10 3.41 2.10 2.89
60° 4.91 2.93 4.86 2.41 3.95
75° 6.09 3.99 6.39 2.65 5.06
90° 7.12 5.25 7.89 2.94 6.18
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